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PREFACE.

Any one who will take the pains to compare the present with

the preceding editions will readily understand the trouble and

labour consequent upon the number of additional stamps. A
considerable increase of expense also has arisen from the-

greater amount and better quality of the paper and printing

For while the first edition comprised about 1200 varieties in

sixty-two pages, the list now issued describes double that

number of stamps and contains thirty-three more pages of

letter press.

I have, however, the pleasure to announce that the bound

and interleaved copies of the work only have been raised in

price, and I trust the public will appreciate and encourage

the efforts which have been made to produce the most accurate

and complete Catalogue hitherto published on the subject.

My best thanks are due to those friends who have kindly

aided me, and to Dr. Gray for allowing me to make use of his

valuable papers on the “ Envelopes and covers suggested for

England,” and on the Sydney postage labels.

It has been suggested that the ancients may have had

something like our postal system, from the consideration of a
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passage in the book of Job (c. ix. y. 25.), “ My days are

swifter than a post.” In the book of Esther we are expressly

told (viii. 10. 14.j that letters were sent by posts, and that

the posts rode upon mules and camels. The swiftness of

these may be learned from those of the Mogul Empire, where

post-houses were established in the public roads every twenty-

five or thirty miles. There were in it 10000 of these stations and

2000 horses. The posts, on urgent occasions, rode 200 or 250

miles in a day. Similar establishments now exist in China

and Japan. At all events, they were established at a very

early period for the safe and speedy transmission of public

intelligence. Regular couriers were appointed by Cyrus who

erected post-houses throughout the kingdom of Persia. An
institution under the name of “ Cursus publicus ” was

established at Rome by Augustus.

General posts were first instituted in modern Europe by

Charlemagne, Louis XI., in 1464, and the Emperor Charles Y.

In England, the plan commenced in the reign of Edward

1Y., in 1481, when riders on post-horses went stages of the

distance of twenty miles from each other, in order to procure

the king the earliest intelligence of the events that passed

during the war with the Scots. The first chief postmaster

was Mr. Thomas Randolph, appointed by Queen Elizabeth in

1581 ; and the office of foreign postmaster was created by

James I. in the person of Matthew de Quester who was

succeeded by Lord Stanhope. About the year 1617, a Mr.
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Dockwra projected a penny postage. He died in September

17 16, aged near 100 years. In 1635, Charles I. erected a

letter-office for England and Scotland, but this extended only

to a few of the principal roads, and the postmasters on each

road were required to furnish horses for the conveyance

of letters at the rate of 2fd. per mile. The running post

established between Edinburgh and London was u to run

night and day, and to go thither and come back again in six

days.” At length, in 1649, Mr. Edward Prideaux, Attorney-

General for the Commonwealth and afterwards Postmaster

instituted a weekly conveyance of letters to all parts of the

kingdom ; and in 1657 the post-office was placed on nearly

its present footing, the rate of postage then adopted continuing

till the reign of Queen Anne. Even as late as 1735, the post

was only transmitted three days a-week between Edinburgh

and London ;
and on one occasion the metropolis only sent

a single tetter, which was for a Scotch banker named Ramsay.

Previously to the introduction of a uniform penny rate, the

postage was charged on a sliding scale, increasing in propor-

tion to the distance. Thus, a letter under eight miles, was

charged 2d., under fifteen, Ad., and so on
; and differential

rates were used for England, Scotland, and Ireland. In 1837,

however, Sir Rowland Hill broached his plan of “ Penny

Postage,” which was adopted after investigation by a Com-

mittee of the House of Commons. The new Postage Law, by

which a uniform rate of Ad. for each letter was tried as an
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experiment, came into operation 5th December, 1839 ; and

the uniform rate of 1 d. for each letter of half-ounce weight

commenced 10th January, 1840. Postage-stamps were first

issued in London, by an order from the Lords of the Treasury

on 6th May, 1840.

The General Post-office in London was originally established

in Cloak Lane, near Dowgate Hill, whence it was transferred

to the Black Swan in Bishopsgate Street. On occasion of the

great fire of 1666, it was removed to Brydges Street, Covent

Garden
;
and afterwards to Sir Robert Viner’s mansion in

Lombard Street, where it continued until 1829 when it was

transferred to St. Martin’s-le-Grand. It now occupies the

site of an ancient college and sanctuary. The building was

commenced in 1825, from designs by R. Smirke, Esq., and

completed in 1829. The street letter-boxes were erected in

March, 1855, and the first was placed at the corner of Fleet

Street and Farringdon Street.

The postage-st-imp system had its origin in England, w here

alone for ten years it was made use of. France adopted it in

1849 ;
the Tour and Taxis Office (Germany) in 1850 ; and it

is now in use over a great part of the civilized world. The

distance over which Mails are at present conveyed within the

United Kingom by railways, mail-carts, steam -packets, &c.,

is about 150,000 miles a-day , or more than six times the dis-

tance round the earth
;
and the number of letters delivered

annually is 539 millions.
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Some and especially foreign collectors make a distinction

between perforated stamps and others. Perforation, however,

is but a contrivance to facilitate the separation of stamps for

use. It was first used in England, and is gradually becoming

adopted in other countries.

At first, collectors were satisfied to exchange stamps, but

the desire of procuring specimens is now so great, that they

have actually become marketable commodities, and possess a

certain fictitious apart from their intrinsic value. Some

stamps which have been out of use for many years are ex-

ceedingly scarce, and as they are mostly very simple in design

and command high prices, they have been counterfeited to a

large extent by dishonest persons. The useful and accurate

monograph* published by Messrs. Lewis and Pemberton has

done good service; but there is great need of anew and revised

edition of it, as the fraudulent imitators now avoid the trifling

differences which are pointed out as a means of determining

between the false and true stamps, and engrave with such

care that the most experienced may be deceived. It may

generally be assumed that a lithographed impression is false
;

but a far more sure criterion is the structure, quality, or

characteristic watermark of the material upon which a stamp

is printed, and to which subject far more attention should be

paid than it has hitherto received. The paper must be either

* Forged Stamps; how to detect them. Edin. 1863.
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what is technically known as hand or machine-made, with or

without a watermark ; and this latter difficulty proves exceed-

ingly inconvenient to the forgers. The ordinary English

labels, for example, have for each value a peculiar watermark.

So have some of the stamps of Brunswick, Hanover, Tuscany,

&c. ;
while in the Spanish labels, three distinct issues of

different date are determined only by the quality of the

paper and the watermarks. It is advisable to be cautious in

receiving, as proofs, black impressions, or those in which blue

and green respectively are interchanged with the normal

colours of the ordinary stamps
;
though it is perhaps needless

to warn any but the very inexperienced against accepting, as

varieties
,
the devices from boxes of bon-bons, or from the

titlepage of Postage-Stamp Polkas and Galops.

The so-called complementary labels of Austria are not

intended for postal purposes, but to fill up the number or

complement of stamps on a sheet, which is sixty arranged

in rows of eight, so that each sheet has four of these

labels.

The Baden stamps of 1855 bear on the right hand 6

April, 1850 which however is not the date of the issue of

the stamps, but of the postal treaty.

In Bavaria some specimens of the issues of 1851 and 1862

are found black on coloured paper. These are the “ timbres

destruction,” so called from being printed on the packet

containing the postage stamps received from the post-office by
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the official distributors. They merely serve to indicate what

stamps are enclosed in each parcel.

The labels inscribed “ post-schein,” with horse and post-

horn in oval, values 6 pf. and \ g. gr., come from Brunswick,

They are only impressed on the receipts given for registered

letters, and are not used for postal purposes.

One or two remarks on France. There is a small label,

one fourth the size of the ordinary stamp but without value

or inscription ; and another of the ordinary size, badly

executed, value 50 centimes. Both of these are trade labels.

An ingenious gentleman has proposed a stamp which he calls

“self-cancelling.” The impression is upon a kind of thin

oiled-paper. After it has once adhered you can only remove

a piece of blank colourless paper, the impression being left

upon the envelope.

I have seen labels of the Republic with inscription [repub.

franc.] below, and the head of liberty to right, value 50

centimes, printed on a peculiar watered paper
;

also a label

with a very rude portrait of the Emperor, and inscription

[louis-napoleon bonaparte,] in a circle within a rectangular

frame inscribed [repub. franc.] value 25 centimes in lake and

in black on white paper, and in black on blue, on rose, and on

green paper. They are said to be “ Cayenne essays,” and I

should be very glad of any information about them.

The Northern States of Germany include the Electorate

of Hesse-Cassel ;
the Grand Duchies of Mecklenburg- Strelitz
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and Saxe-Weimar ; the Duchy of Saxe-Altenburg ; and thd"

Principalities of Lippe-Detmold, Lippe-Schauenberg, Reuss-

Elder, Reuss-Younger, Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, and

Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt.

The Southern States include the Free City of Frankfort

;

the Landgraviate of Hesse-Homburg
; the Grand Duchy

of Hesse-Darmstadt
; the Principalities of Hohenzollern-

Hechingen, and Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen
;

and the

Duchies of Nassau, Saxe-Meiningen, and Saxe-Coburg-

Gotha.

The red penny stamp of Great Britain with letters in

each angle may almost be considered an essay. Only a few

impressions have been taken, and it has not yet been issued

to the public.

It is said that the local Hanover envelope of 1858 was used

as an adhesive label, but I am assured this is an error. I

believe it has been reprinted, in consequence of the demand,

and gummed, and so palmed on collectors as another stamp.

On the labels issued in Italy in 1856, it happens in some

instances that the embossed head is inverted.

The l£d. and 3d. labels of Jamaica (two men supporting a

shield) are bill stamps.

English stamps are used in Malta for prepayment of

postage to places out of the island.

The adhesive labels issued at Mauritius in 1858, with the

Queen’s head on a ground of diagonal lines, appear to have
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been executed in the island and are very roughly made. As

the old block became worn out, a fresh one was cut, and

consequently there not only are differences in the head of the

Queen, but the letters in the inscription vary in size, and the

diagonal lines are more or less coarsely marked. The word

Mauritius in these labels commences at the right lower

angle, so as to read from below upwards on the right side of

the stamp. Most of these remarks will apply to the issue

on a ground of vertical, horizontal and diagonal lines,

except that the word Mauritius begins at the right upper

angle.

The stamps of Montevideo may be thus divided ;

—

For postage to any part of the Republic.

Single letters weighing 4 adarmes 60c.

Double „ 8 „ 80c.

Triple „ 12 „ 100c., or 1 real.

For foreign postage.

Single letters 120 c.

Double ,, 180 c.

Triple „ 240 c.

The three-halfpenny, sixpenny, and shilling stamps of

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia were used whole or cut

diagonally, half the stamp representing half the value of an

entire one. Letters are frequently found bearing upon them

stamps thus divided.
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The legend on the New South Wales “Sydney labels,”

varies in its position in the circular frame; and the motto is

in two lines, except that on the 3d. it is in three. In the

“laureated” issue of 1852, the size of the letters varies

greatly.

One of the best tests for distinguishing the Prussian 6pf.

stamp of 1850 from that of 1858, is that the paper of the

former has a watermark representing a wreath of laurel

which the latter is without. There is great doubt whether

the so-called returned letter label is a postage stamp at all

and it has consequently not been admitted into the present

Catalogue.

The 5 Kopec label, and the 5 and 1 Kop. envelope of

Russia are for local postage in St. Petersburg and Moscow

The stamps and envelopes of higher value convey letters from

any one part to any other part of Russia proper. The

3 Kop. Polish envelope is for the city of Warsaw.

In the first Id. blue of Tasmania the size of the letters

varies.

There are two varieties in the 10c. United States

envelopes of the first issue, green on white and on yellow

paper ; the oval frame bears oblique engine-turned spiral

lines on each side, and the variation consists in the number

of loops or intersections, one having eight and the other ten.

There never has been a 1 cent, envelope on white paper, and I

can challenge the production of an entire envelope bearing
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only this stamp separately. It occurs on the 4 cent, envelope

which has stamps of 3 cents and 1 cent values respectively

impressed on the same envelope.

These few remarks will, I trust, help to make clear various

parts of the Catalogue. Any notice of inaccuracies, omissions,

inedited stamps, or new issues, will be gratefully received and

acknowledged.

MOUNT BBOWN.

124
,
Cheapside, London, E.C.

March, 1864 .





ABBREVIATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS.

Coloured.

Impression.

Rectangular.

Octagonal.

Variety.

Col.

Imp.

Rect.

Oct.

Var.

Unless otherwise mentioned the coloured impressions are

on white paper.

The term “ essay ” means a stamp or device suggested but

never officially issued.

The term “proof” means a stamp printed for examina-

tion and approval, not in the colour in which it is officially

issued.

By “ variety ” is meant a stamp having, in colour legend

or otherwise, some accidental variation.

b
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CATALOGUE OF BRITISH, COLONIAL, AND

FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS.

Enttgua,
1862-3.

—

Name, head of Queen Victoria with diadem to left. Col. imp.

;

red.

Id. red
;

6d. green.

argentine ©onfelieration.

1860.

—Name [confeon - Argentina] and arms in small Greek harder.
Col. imp. ; red.

5 centav. red.

1861.

—Same device,figure indicating value smaller, and border larger.

5 centav. red
;
10 c. green

;
15 c. blue.

Inscription [corrientes], head to left. Col. imp. on blue paper ; red.

1 real, M.C. indigo.

Same device, value (3 centavos) not indicated. Col. imp. on blue, paper
red.

Indigo.

E
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flrgnttine MqmtUf.
1862.—Name [republica Argentina], arms supported by wreath in oval.

Col. imp. ; red.

5 centavos rose, liglit, dark ; 10 c. green, light, dark;

15 c. blue, light, dark.

Austria.
1850.—Inscription [k. k. post-stempel], shield of arms crowned. Col.

imp. ; red.

1 kreuzer yellow, orange; 2 kr. black ;
3 kr. red ;

6 kr. brown; 9 kr. blue.

1858.—Laureated head of Emperor Francis-Joseph 1. in white relief to

left ,
designfor each value different. Col. imp. ; red.

2 kr. yellow, orange
;

3 kr. black ; 5 kr. red ;

10 kr. brown; 15 kr. blue.

1861.

—Same effigy to right. Col. imp.; oval.

2 kr. yellow ; 3 kr. green ; 5 kr. red ; 1 0 kr. red-

brown ;
15 kr. blue.

1862.

—Same device as 1858. Col. imp.; red.

3 kr. green.

1863. —Embossed white two-headed eagle, crowned and displayed. Col.

imp. ; oval.

2 kr. yellow
;
3 kr. green

;
5 kr. rose ; 1 0 kr. blue

;

15 kr. brown.

NEWSPAPER LABELS.

1857.—Inscription [k. k. zeitungs post-stamper], head of Mercury to left .

Col. imp.; square.

Yellow ; rose ; blue.
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1858 .—Inscription [k. k. zeitungs post stesipel], head of Emperor
Francis-Joseph 1. in white relief to left. Col. imp. ; red.

Blue ;
lavender.

1861 .—Same inscription and device to right. Col. imp. ; red.

Lavender, grey.

Inscription [kais kon. zeitungs-stampel], arms. Col. imp. ; square.

I kreuzer black, blue ; 2 kr. light-green, dark-green,
red, brown

; 4 kr. red, brown.

1863 .—Inscription [k. k. zeitungs post-st/ejipel], embossed white two-
headed eagle

,
crowned and displayed in an oval. Col. imp. ; od.

Lavender.

ENVELOPES.

1861 .—Head of Emperor Francis-Joseph I. in white relief to right . Col.
imp.; oval.

3 kreuzer green; 5 kr. red; 10 kr. red - brown ;

15 kr. blue; 20 kr. orange; 25 kr. dark-brown;
30 kr. violet ; 35 kr. light-brown.

1863 .—Embossed white two-headed eagle, crowned and displayed. Col.

imp. ; oval.

3 kr. green
;
5 kr. rose

;
10 kr. blue

;
15 kr. brown;

25 kr. violet.

Austrian fta(j).

1850 .—Inscription [k. k. post-stempel], shield of arms crowned. Col.
imp.; red.

5 centes. orange, orange-tawny; 10 c. black;
15 c. red ; 30 c. brown ; 45 c. blue.
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1858 .—Head of Emperor Francis-Joseph 1. in white relief to left, design

for each value different. Col. imp. ; red.

2 soldi yellow
;

3 sol. black ; 5 sol. scarlet

;

10 sol. brown
;

15 sol. blue.

1861.

—Same profile to right. Col imp.; oval.

5 soldi red
;
10 sol. brown.

1862.

—Same device as 1858. Col. imp ; red.

3 soldi green.

1863.

—Embossed white two-headed eagle, crowned and displayed. Col.

imp.; oval.

2 soldi yellow; 3 sol. green ; 5 sol. rose; 10 sol. blue;

15 sol. brown.

ENVELOPES.

1861 .—Head of Emperor Francis-Joseph I. in white relief to right.

Col. imp,; oval.

3 soldi green ; 5 sol. red; 10 sol. brown ;
15 sol. blue;

20 sol. orange; 25 sol. dark-brown; 30 sol. violet;

35 sol. pale-brown.

1863 .—Embossed white two-headed eagle, crowned and displayed. Col.

imp. ; oval.

3 soldi green; 5 sol. rose; 10 sol. blue; 15 sol. brown;
25 sol. violet.

Batint.
1850 .

—Inscription [baden freimarke], figure in a circle indicating

value. Black imp. ; square.

1 kreuzer buff ; 3 kr. yellow
; 6 kr. green.
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1855.

—

Same device. Blade imp.
;
square.

1 kreuzer white ; 3 kr. green, blue ; 6 kr. yellow ;

var. french-grey; 9 kr. pink, var. french-grey.

I860 .—Inscription [baden postverein freimarke], arms of the Grand
Duchy with supporters, on col. ground. Col. imp. ; square.

1 kreuzer black ;
3 kr. blue, light, dark

; 6 kr. orange,

light, dark ; 9 kr. rose.

1862.

—

Same device. Col. imp. ; square.

6 kr. blue, light, dark ; 9 kr. yellow-brown.

1862.—Same device on white ground. Col. imp. ; square.

3 kr. pink ;
18 kr. green; 30 kr. orange.

UNPAID LETTER LABELS.

Inscription [land-post porto-mahke], figure indicating value. Black
imp. on yellow paper ; square.

1 (kreuzer) ; 3 (kr.); 12 (kr).

ENVELOPES.

1857.

—

Head of Grand Duke Frederic-William-Louis in white relief to

right, with orange envelope inscription to left. Col. imp. ; oval.

3 kr. blue; 6 kr. yellow
; 9 kr. rose ;

12 kr. brown ;

18 kr. red.

1862 .—Same profile, with orange envelope inscription to right.

3 kreuzer rose ; 6 kr. blue ; 9 kr. yellow-brown.
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iSaijamas.
1861

.

—Inscription [Bahamas interinsuxar postage], head of Queen
Victoria with diadem in oval. Col. imp. ; reel.

Id. lake, carmine.

1862

.

—Inscription [Bahamas postage], head of Queen Victoria with
diadem in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

4d. rose, light, dark ; 6d. lilac, mauve.

1863

.

—Name, profile of Queen Victoria with diadem to left in oval. Col.

imp.; red.

Is. pale-green.

Barbados.
—

• Name, Britannia seated, value not indicated. Col. imp. on bluish
paper ; red.

Red
;
blue

;
green.

— Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

Red
;
blue

;
green, light, dark.

1862.—Same device, value indicated. Col. imp. ; red.

6d. red
;

Is. black, light-grey.

Babarta.
1849 .—Inscription [bayern franco], figure indicating value on white

vermicelle ground, in a square. Square.

1 kreuzer black.

— Same device,figure on black vermicelle ground.

1 kreuzer black.
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1851 .—Same inscription,figure in a circle. Col. imp. ; square.

1 kreuzer rose
;

3 kr. blue ; 6 kr. marone

;

9 kr. green ;
12 kr. red ;

18 kr. yellow.

1862 .—Same device. Col. imp. ; square.

1 kreuzer yellow ; 3 kr. rose, proof black; 6 kr. blue ;

9 kr. yellow-brown ; 1 2 kr. green, proof black
;

18 kr. red.

UNPAID LETTER LABEL.

1862.

—

Inscription [bayer post taxe], figure indicating value. Square.

3 kreuzer black.

IMgunn.

1849.

—Bust of King Leopold value in white letters. Col. imp. ; red.

10 centimes dark-brown; 20 c. blue, proof brown
on yellow.

1850.

—Same effigy in oval , value in coloured letters. Col. imp. ; red.

10 centimes brown, proof blue; 20 c. blue ;
40 c. red,

proof black.

I860.

—

Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

1 centime green, light, dark.

Hergefcorf.
1 Nov. 1861.

—

Inscription [bergedorf postmarke], arms in a circle
, the

dimensions of stamp increasing with its value. Black imp. on
col. paper ; square.

i schilling violet
; 3 sch. rose.
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10 Nov. 1861 .
—Same device. Black imp. on col. paper; square.

£ schilling indigo; 1 sch. white ; 1£ sch. yellow;

4 sch. light-brown.

Same device. Col. imp. on col. paper ; square.

3 sch. violet on rose.

Brazil.
'

Large Roman figures indicating value. Black imp. ; oval.

30 ; 60 ; 90 (reis).

Italic figures indicating value. Black imp.; oblong.

10; 30; 60; 90; 180; 300 ; 600 (reis).

1861 .—Roman figures indicating value. Black imp.; oblong.

10; 20; 30; 60; 90; 180; 300; 600 (reis).

Same device. Col. imp. ; oblong.

280 (reis) vermilion
; 430 (reis) orange.

NEWSPAPER LABELS.

— Roman figures indicating value. Col. imp. ; oblong.

10 (reis) blue ; 30 (reis) blue.

Bremen.
1855 .—Inscription [stadt post amt. Bremen], arms crowned, value in

figures on each side of the shield and in each angle of the stamp.
Black imp.

; red.

3 grote blue (for the city of Bremen).
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1855.

—

Name, key in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

5 s. gr. green.

1855 .—Inscription [franco marke], arms crowned, value in figures on
each side of the shield. Black imp. ; red.

5 grote rose, proof grey
; 7 gr. yellow.

1861.

—

Name, key in oval surrounded by wavy border, figures indicating
value in each angle. Black imp. ; red.

10 grote black.

1863 .—Inscription [stabt-post-amt. Bremen], key in oval, figure indi-
cating value in each angle. Col. imp. ; red.

2 grote orange.

ENVELOPES.

1861 .—Inscription [stadt post amt], arms crowned, value (one groten)
not indicated. Black imp. struck with hand-stamp ; oval.

White, blue (for the city of Bremen).

Britts!) ®olum!)ia anti Uancouber’s

fslanti.

1861.—Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria to left. Col. imp. ; red.

2£d. pink.

Britts!) Cuiana.
Name, ship in full sail, in shield, value above, and motto “ramus pati-

mus (sic !

)

que vicissim ” below, date not indicated. Black imp. on
col. paper ; large red.

1 cent magenta ; 4 cents blue.
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Name, ship in full sail, inscription “damus petimus ” above, and “ que
vicxssiM ” below. Black imp. on col. paper; large oblong.

4 cents magenta, blue.

1853.

—

Name, ship in full sail to left in oval, date indicated. Col. imp.

;

red.

1 cent red, proof black
; 4 c. blue, proof black.

I860.

—

Name, ship in full sail to right in garter, date indicated. Col.

imp.; red.

1 cent rose, red-brown, brown-black, proof black
;

2 c. orange-red
; 4 c, blue ; 8 c. pale-rose, pink

;

12 c. grey, lilac; 24 c. green, light, dark.

1863.

—

Name [b. guiana], ship infull sail to right in circletdate indicated.

Col. imp. ; large red.

6 cents lilac
; 24 c. green

;
48 c. rose.

NEWSPAPER LABELS.

1862.—Name within crossed oval bordering. Black imp. on col. paper ;

red.

1 cent rose ; 2 c. yellow ; 4 c. blue.

Name within sprig bordering.

1 cent rose ; 2 c. yellow ; 4 c. blue.

Name within trefoil bordering.

1 cent rose ; 2 c. yellow
;
4 c. blue.

Name within pearl bordering.

1 cent rose ;
2 c. yellow

;
4 c. blue.

ISmnstoidt.
1852.—Name [braunschweig], arms, value infigures on each side. Col.

imp.; oblong.

1 silb. gr. rose ; 2 s. gr. blue
; 3 s. gr. vermilion.
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1854 .—Same device. Black imp. ; oblong.

I silb. gr. brown
; £ s. gr. white

;
1 silb. gr. yellow,

orange: 2 s. gr. dark-blue; 3 s. gr. pink, light-brown,

var. yellow.

1S60.—Inscription [postmarks], crown over value. Black imp.''; small
square.

£ gutegr. (3 pfennige) brown.

1862.

—Same device as 1852. Col. imp. ; oblong.

3 silb. gr. rose.

1863.

—Same device as 1852. Black imp. on col. paper ; oblong.

| gr. (5 pfennig.) green.

ENVELOPES.

1860 .—Arms in white relief, with blue envelope inscription on left. Col.

imp. ; oval.

1 silb. groschen yellow ; 2 s. gr. blue ;
3 s. gr. rose.

Inscription [st. p. fr.] in circle, value (J s. gr.) not indicated. Red imp.
on col. paper, struck with hand-stamp ; circular.

White, green, blue (for the town of Brunswick).

Hurnos Egrcs.
April, 1858 .—Inscription [correos franco buenos axres], steamship in

oval. Col. imp. ; oblong.

2 pesos blue ; 3 ps. green ; 4 ps. red ; 5 ps. orange.

Oct. 1858 .—Same device. Brown imp. ; oblong.

1 peso brown ; 4 ps. brown, light, dark ; 5 ps. brown.
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1859.

—Same device. Blue imp, ; oblong.

1 peso blue ; 4 ps. blue, light, dark
; 5 ps. blue, light,

dark.

1860.

—Inscription [correos franco buenos aires], head of Liberty in
a circle, lithographed. Col. imp. ; oblong.

4 reales green
; 1 peso blue

; 2 ps. scarlet.

1861.

—Same device; die printed. Col. imp. ; oblong.

4 reales green ; 1 peso blue ; 2 ps. scarlet.

1862.

—Same device. Col. imp.; oblong.

1 peso rose
; 2 ps. blue.

€anatra.
1856.

—

Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria to left in an oval. Col.

imp. ; red.

id. rose, proof black.

Name, beaver under a crown. Col. imp. ; oblong.

3d. vermilion, proof black.

Name, bust of Prince Albert in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

6d. bluish-black, proof black.

Inscription [canada packet postage], bust of Queen Victoria diademed
in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

6d. sterling 7|. cy. green, proof black.

Name, bust of Cartier to right in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

lOd. blue
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Name, lust of Queen Victoria diademed. Col. imp. ; reef.

12d. black.

I860.

—

Name, diademed lead of Queen Victoria to left in oval. Col.

imp. ; red.

1 cent rose, proof black.

Name, leaver under a crown. Col. imp. ; ollong.

5 cents vermilion, proof black.

Name, lust of Prince Allert in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

10 c. purple-brown, proof black.

Inscription [canada packet postage], lust of Queen Victoria diademed
in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

12£ c. green,j?roo/black.

Name, lust of Cartier to right in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

17 c. blue.

PEIYATE POSTAGE LABELS.

Inscription [ker’s city post], royal arms. Black imp. ; large ollong.

Id. green ; 3d. yellow, green, magenta.

Same inscription, Prince of Wales' plume and motto. Black imp. ; large
ollong.

Id. green, magenta
;

3d. yellow, orange, green.

Same inscription, lead in an oval. Col. imp. ; red.

2 cents red, blue ; 5 c. red, blue.
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ESSAY.

Inscription [colony of Canada], figure indicating value in centre and in
each lower angle of stamp. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. lilac.

ENVELOPES.

1861.

—

Name ,
head of Queen Victoria with diadem in white relief to left.

Col. imp. ; oval.

5 cents vermilion, var. on yellow paper
;

10 c. purple-

brown.

©ape of (So oti f^ope.
Name, figure of Hope seated. Col. imp. on white paper ; triangular.

Id. red, lake, proof black; 4d. blue, proof black
;

6d. lilac, slate-grey
;

Is. green, light, dark.

Same device. Col. imp. on bluish paper ; triangular.

Id. crimson; 4d. blue- black.

Same device, but printed with wood-block. Col. imp. ; triangular

.

Id. red, blue; 4d. red, light-blue, dark-blue.

1864.

—

Name, figure of Hope seated between a vine and a ram. Col.

imp. ; red.

Is. pale-green.
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1857.

—

Name, head of Queen Victoria with diadem to left , each stamp
slightly different in design. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. blue, var. on tinted paper; 2d. green; 5d. red-

brown ; 6d. purple-brown, red-brown, yellow-brown,

var. violet-brown on tinted paper; lOd. red; Is. lilac,

violet.

Same device . Col. imp. ; od.

4d. rose-lake; 8d.marone; 9d. brown, purple-brown

;

Is. 9d. green ; 2s. blue.

NEWSPAPER LABEL.

Similar device. Col. imp. on glazed paper ; red.

3d. lilac.

ENVELOPES.

1861.

—

Name
,
head of Queen Victoria with diadem in white relief to left.

Col. imp. ; oval.

Id. blue, 2d. green; 4d. pink
; 5d. chocolate.

Same device. Col. imp. ; circular.

6d. purple -brown; Is. yellow.

Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

9d. purple-brown
;

Is. 9d. green.

Same device. Col. imp. ; od.

8d. chocolate ; 2s. blue.
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ffifjiU.

1860 .—Name [colon chile], head of Columbus to left. Col. imp. on blue

paper ; red.

5 centavos brown
;

10 c. blue.

1861 .—Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

1 centavo yellow ; 5 c. red, proof black
;
10 c. blue,

light, dark, proof black
;
20 c. green.

(Eonfderate States of America.
BATON ROUGE.

1862 .—Inscription [p. o. baton rouge, la. j. m’cormick]. Col. imp. on
green pattern; red.

5 cents rose.

CHARLESTON.

1863 .—Inscription [p. o. charleston, s. c. postage paid], figure indi-
cating value in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

5 cents blue.

FLORIDA.

1863 .—Inscription [Florida express], postman on horse. Black imp. ;

red.

Buff, rose.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

1862.

—

Name, figure indicating value on plaid ground. Col. imp. ; oval.

5 cents red.
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MOBILE.

1862.

—

Name, figure indicating value in white star with five rays. Col.

imp. ; red.

2 cents black
;
5 c, blue.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

1861 .—Figure indicating value in oval, within inscription [w. i>.

mc nish, p.m., nashville, tenn.]. Col. imp. on blue paper ; red.

5 cents crimson, grey, black.

NEW ORLEANS.

1861.

—

Name, figure indicating value in circle,
11
J. L. Riddell” at the

top and bottom. Col. imp. ; red.

2 cents red, blue ; 5 c. mauve, brown.

Same device on blue paper. Col. imp. ; red.

5 cents brown.

RICHMOND.

1862 .—Inscription [buck’s Richmond express paid. confederate
states only], large figures indicating value in centre. Col.

imp. ; red.

1 cent slate-brown ; 2 c. rose, black
;
5 c. brown,

black; 10 c. blue, black; 15 c. green, black; 20c.
red, black.

— Inscription [Richmond city post], two cannons in saltire, value not
indicated. Hand-stamped; red.

Black.

— Inscription [Richmond postage], flag in an oval. Col. imp. ; red.

5 cents green.

C
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CONFEDERATE STATES.

1861.

—Name, bust of Jefferson Davis to right in circle. Col. imp.;
red.

5 cents blue, proof black.

Name ,
bust of Colquhoun to right in circle. Col. imp. ; red.

1 cent orange, proof yellow.

Name, bust of Jefferson Davis to right in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

5 cents green, blue.

Name, bust of Beauregard (?) to right in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

10 cents rose, blue.

Inscription [c. s. a. postage], effigy to left in oval. Col. imp.; red.

2 cents green.

1862.

—Inscription [the confederate states of America postage], head
of Jefferson Davis to right in an oval. Col. imp. ; fancyframe.

1 0 cents (value in words) blue.

1 0 cents (value in figures) blue.

1863.

—Inscription [postage c. s.], head of Andrew Jackson in an oval,

figure indicating value in upper angles. Col. imp. ; red.

2 cents carmine.

— Inscription [the confederate states of America] in Gothic letters,

head of Washington to left in an oval. Col. imp. ; red.

20 cents green.

(ffosta Mica.
1863.

—

Inscription [correos de costa rica], sea view and ships within
an ornamentalframe supported by standards. Col. imp. ; large

red.

I real blue, proof green
;
2 rs. scarlet ; 1 peso orange.
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Danutnan principalities.

MOLDAVIA.

1854 .—Inscription [noPTO ckpmcopw], bull’s head over bugle horn. Blue
imp. on col. paper ; circular.

54 paras green
; 81 par. blue; 108 par. pink.

1861 .—Inscription [pobto scrisorei], bulls head over bugle horn, exe-

cuted with hand-stamp, value above and below. Col. imp. ; red

.

40 paras blue
; 80 par. red.

NEWSPAPER LABEL.

Inscription [porto gazetei], same device ; red.

5 paras black.

MOLDO-WALLACHIA.

1862 .—Inscription [franco scrisorei], eagle displayed and bull's head
over bugle horn, executed with hand-stamp. Col. imp. ; red.

3 paras yellow, orange
; 6 par. orange-red, lake

;

30 par. blue, light, dark.

JBcntnarlt.

1852 .—Inscription [kgl. post, frim/eree] encircling value. Col. imp.
square.

2 rigsbank-skilling blue.

Inscription [kongeligt post, frihajrke], sword and sceptre in saltire

crowned and encircled with a wreath, value in words. Col. imp .

on plain paper ; square.

4 R.B.S. brown, light, dark.
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- - Same device on paper with yellowish undulating lines.

4 R.B.S. brown, light, dark.

I860.—Inscription [kgl. post, fr.m.], same device on dotted ground, paper
with yellowish undulating lines, value in figures. Col. imp.

;

square.

4 s. brown.

— Same device, dotted ground, plain paper. Col. imp. ; square.

2 s. blue ; 4 s. brown ; 8 s. green
; 16 s. lilac.

Same device on wavy ground, plain paper . Col. imp.; square.

4 s. brown
;
8 s. green.

ESSAYS.

Head of Mercury to left, in circle. Brown imp. ; square.

4 R.B.S. (1£ sch. c.)

Head of King Frederick VII. to ought, in circle. Brown imp.; square.

8 R.B.S. (2i sch. c.)

DUCHY OF SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN.
1848.—Eagle displayed with two heads ; in front in a white oval arms in

relief : letters S. and H. in upper angles. Col. imp. ; red.

1 schilling blue
;
2 s. rose, proof blue.

1864.—Inscription [h.r.z.g.l. post, fr.m.], value encircled with a
wreath. Col. imp. ; square.

4 S.R.M. (U schilling crt.) blue.

Possessions

ISLANDS OF ST. THOMAS AND ST. CROIX.
1860.—Same inscription and device as on Danish stamps of 1860. Red

imp. on col. paper; square.

3 cents red, light, dark.
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jFvanre.

Republic.

Name [repub. franc.], head of Liberty to left. Col. imp.; rect.

1849.

—20 cents black, proofs vermilion, blue

;

40 c. vermilion, proof black; 1 franc lake, pale-brown,

proof black.

1850.

—10 cents cinnamon, proofs green, marone;
15 c. green, proof brown ;

25 c. blue, light, dark, proofs
red, green

;
1 franc carmine, var. green.

Presidency.

1852 .—Name [repub. franc.], head of President Louis-Napoleon to left.

Col. imp. ; rect.

10 c. cinnamon; 25 c. blue, brown.

Empire.

Name [empire franc.], head of Emperor Napoleon III., to left. Col.

imp. ; rect.

1853.

— 10 cents cinnamon; 25 c. blue
;
40 c. orange;

1 franc carmine, pale-carmine, proof green.

1854.

—5 cents dark -green
;
20 c. blue, light, dark ;

80 c. lake.

1860.— 1 cent olive-green, proofs lake, brown

;

5 cents light-green ; 80 c. rose.

1862-3 .—Name [empire fran§ais], laureated head of Emperor Napoleon
III., to left. Col. imp, rect.

2 cents brown, proof black ;
4 c. lavender, proof

black.
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UNPAID LETTER LABEL.

Inscription [chiffbe postes taxe], figure indicating value. Black imp.

;

oblong.

10 centimes a pergevoir.

Same device, lithographed. Black imp. ; square.

10 c. a pergevoir.

1859 .—Same device, die printed. Black imp.; square.

1 0 c. a pergevoir, var. larger size.

1863.—Same device. Black imp.; square.

1 5 c. a pergevoir.

ESSAYS.

— Name [repub. franc.], head of Liberty to left, value not indicated
inscription at top [essai 1858] . Col. imp ; red.

Green, cinnamon, blue, black.

Same device, name and inscription wanting. Col. imp. ; red.

Lake, blue.

1861.

—Name [empire franc.], head of Emperor Napoleon III., to left,

string made in the paper, for cancelling. Col. imp. ; red.

1 cent green
; 5 c. light-green ; 10 c. cinnamon

;

20 c. blue ; 40 c. orange ;
80 c. rose.

1862.

—Size of ordinary postage label, divided by perforations. On the

upper half, head of Napoleon III. to left in a circle, inscription
[Empire Franc, coller cette partie superieure], in oblong
border. On the lower half, inscription [laisser feotter cette
partie inferiecre], in truncated oval, and words “timbre
poste.” Col. imp. ; red.

20 cents blue.
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FRENCH COLONIES.

Name [colonies de l’empire francais], eagle under crown in circle.

Col. imp. ; square.

1859.— 10 cents, cinnamon, proof black
;
40 c. ver-

milion.

1862.—1 cent, olive-green; 5 c. emerald-green,
light, dark, proof black.

NEW CALEDONIA.

1860.

—Name [ne . caledonie], head of Emperor Napoleon III. to left.

Col. imp. ; red.

10 centimes dark-grey.

REUNION.

1861.

—Name [ile de la reunion], each stamp of different design.
Black imp. on bluepaper ; red.

15 cents. ; 30 cents.

(Swmang.
NORTHERN STATES.

1850.—Inscription [freimarke. deutsch-oestr. postverein. thurn
und taxis'], figure indicating value in a square. Black imp. on
col. paper; square.

i silb. grosch. red-brown ; £ s. gr. flesh ; £ s. gr. green

;

1 s. gr. blue, light, dark ; 2 s. gr. rose ; 3 s. gr. yellow.

I860.—Same device. Col. imp.; square.

i silb. grosch. red
; £ s. gr. green ; 1 s. gr. light-

blue ;
2 s. gr. rose ; 3 s. gr. russet

;
5 s. gr. lilac ;

10 s. gr. vermilion.

1862-4.—Same device. Col. imp. ; square.

i silb. grosch. green
; £ s. gr. orange

;
1 s. gr. rose ;

2 s. gr. blue
;
3 s. gr. pale-brown.
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ENYELOPES.

] 801 .
—Name of office [thurn u. taxis'], figure in white relief indicating

value, envelope inscription lilac. Col. imp. ; oval.

% silb. gr. orange
;

1 silb. gr. rose ; 2 silb. gr. blue
;

3 silb. gr. brown.

1862 .—Same device, envelope inscription same colour as imp. ; oval.

£ silb. gr. orange ; 1 silb. gr. rose
;
2 silb. gr. blue;

3 silb. gr. brown.

SOUTHERN STATES.

1850 .—Inscription [freimabkje. deutsch-oestr. postvehein. thurn
und taxis]

. figure indicating volue. Black imp. ; on col. paper

;

square.

1 kreuzer green ; 3 kr. green-blue, indigo; 6 kr. rose;

9 kr. yellow.

I860 .—Same device. Col. imp.; square.

1 kreuzer green, var. blue ; 3 kr. blue
;
6 kr. rose

;

9 kr. yellow
;
15 kr. lilac ; 30 kr. vermilion.

1862.—Same device. Col. imp.; square.

3 kreuzer rose
;
6 kr. blue ; 9 kr. brown.

ENYELOPES.

1861 .—Name of office [thurn u. taxis],figure in white relief indicating
value, envelope inscription lilac. Col. imp. ; oct.

2 kreuzer yellow
;
3 kr. rose ; 6 kr. blue ; 9 kr. brown

1862 .—Same device, envelope inscription same colour as imp.; oct.

2 kreuzer yellow
;
3 kr. rose ; 6 kr. blue ; 9 kr. brown.
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®rcat Britain.

1840 .—Head of Queen Victoria with diadem to left, letters in lower angles
only. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. black, red; 2d. blue.

Same device, letters v. and r. in upper angles.

Id. black (official stamp).

Same device on bluish paper, letters in lower angles only.

Id. red, red-brown.

Same device, letters in lower angles only, white lines above and below the

head. Col. imp. ; red.

2d. blue.

1856 .—Same device, letters in lower angles only. Col. imp. on reddish
paper; red.

Id. red-brown.

Same device, letters in lower angles only, white lines above and below the

head. Col. imp. on bluish paper ; red.

2d. blue.

I860 .—Same device, letters in each angle, a small figure in bordering
on each side. Col. imp, on bluish paper ; red.

2d. blue.

Head of Queen Victoria to left in white relief, each value differing in
design. Col. imp. ; od.

6d. violet ; lOd. red-brown
; Is. green.
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Head of Queen Victoria to left. Col. imp.; rect.

4d. rose
;
6d. lilac ;

Is. green.

1862 .—Similar device, letters in each angle. Col. imp. ; rect.

Id. red; 3d. pink; 4d. vermilion; 6d. lilac;

9d. yellow-brown
;

Is. green.

Essays.

1837-40.—(1.) Value [1 penny] in an oval, engine-turned frame, in-

scribed post office, with v. e. on its outer sides ; in an oblong,
erect, outer frame; with white triangular space at each angle,

inscribed [not to exceed half ounce]. Impression in two
colours ; large square.

Id. green and red, blue and red, black and red, red

and blue.

(2.) Inscription [£ ounce, Id.] on a small, red, circular disc, in an oval,

black disc, surrounded by three close concentric engine-turned
frames. The middle frame inscribed [post-office permit to
carry matter not exceeding in weight],* all enclosed in a
square, engine-turned, outerframe. Black imp. with col. blotches

across the ovalframes.

Id. red, green, blue.

(3.) A'crown in a white oval disc, surrounded by three concentric oval
*

frames ; the inner and outer with white engine-turned pattern,

inscribed [principle suggested beaufort house] in white letters

all in an oblong, erect, outerframe, zoith a 3 c w in square dark
spots, at the angles ; and v. r. in oval white disc, at the sides.

Col. imp. ; rect.

Blue.

(4.) Value in italic figure, in a small white transverse oval, surrounded
by two concentric oval frames; the inner with white engine-

turned lines, the outer one coloured; inscribed in white letters

[post paid beaufort house]. Black imp. with four lanceolate

andfour triangular red blotches ; rect.

Id. black and red.
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(5.) Inscription [post paid, v.r.], in square within an engine-turned
design. Col. imp. ; oblong .

;

Id. black and red.

(6.) Head of Prince Albert to left, letters' in lower angles only. Col.
imp.; red.

Id. red, black.

(7.) Inscription [post office permit £ oz profile with helmet to left in

a circle. Impression in bas-relief; red.

Id. black.

(8.) Head of Queen Victoria with diadem to left, lower angles without
letters, and right upper angle effaced. Col. imp. ; red.

Rose, red, red-brown, brown, dark-brown, purple,

grey, slate, black.

(9.) Same device, white lines above and below the head, lower angles
blank. Col. imp. ; red. _

2d. blue.

I860 .—Diademed head of Queen Victoria to left, in curvilinear triangle.

Col. imp.; red. „

l£d. lake.

1862 .—Profile of Queen Victoria to left, surrounded by a scroll, on col.

lined ground. -^Col. imp.; red.

3d. rose.

Envelopes.

27th April, 1840 .— Vignette by W. Mulready, R.A., upon a square sheet

ofpaper. Col. imp. ; oblong.

Id. black ; 2d. blue.
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Same device on a lozenge-shaped sheet ofpaper, toform an envelope.

Id. black; 2d. blue.

29th Jan., 1841 .—Head of Queen Victoria to left, in white relief, date not
indicated. Col. imp. ; oval.

Id. brown, pink; 2d. blue, light, dark.

Same device, silk threads across the imp. Col. imp. ; reef

Id. pink
;
2d. blue.

Same device, date not indicated. Col. imp. ; oct.

6d. violet; Is. green.

1861, &c.—Same device, date indicated. Col. imp. ; oval.

Id. dark-brown, pink
;

2d. blue.

Same device , date indicated. Col. imp. on blue and yellow paper

;

oval.

Id. pink
;
2d. blue.

Same device, date indicated. Col. imp. ; various forms.

3d. rose, (wavy border); 4d. vermilion, (circular) ;

6d. violet, (oct.); Is. green, (oct.).

Same device, date indicated. Col. imp. on blue and yellow paper; various
forms,

3d. rose, (wavy border)
;

4d. vermilion, (circular)

;

6d. violet, (oct.); Is. green, (oct.).
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Same devices, two impressions on one envelope.

3d. rose and 2d. blue = 5d.
^

4d. red and Id. pink = 5d. I

4d. red and 3d. rose = 7d.
[

4d. red and 4d. red = 8d.

6d. violet and 3d. rose r= 9d.

6d. violet and 4d. red = 10d.^

On blue and on white
paper.

ENVELOPE ESSAYS.

1837-40.—(1.) Envelope covered with an engine-turned pattern, except a
white circular space in the centre ; three engine-turned ovals at
each corner, containing v.r. and a crown m a white oval central
disc; the alternate discs inscribed one penny, not to exceed
one ounce ; the two others, with London district post. Col.

imp.

Id. buff.

(1a.) Same device as a cover. Col. imp.

Id. buff.

(2.) Sheet of paper folded as a wrapper, nearly covered with an engine-
turned pattern , with a central broad marginal frame, leaving

an oblong white centre for the direction; with v.r. and a crown
in each corner, and London district post in upper, and to
carry not exceeding six ounces in the lower corners; with
post office cover in an oblong frame, near the lower edge of
the outerframe of the sheet of paper. Col. imp.

2d. bright-green.

(3.) Sheet of white paper, with an oblong engine-turned centre, on the

outside, for the direction ; with an oval engine-turned frame
within the outer oblong ; one with v.r. in a small oval-framed
disc, in the middle of the upper margin ; post-office permit
in a label in upper corners

;

price one penny—matter not to
exceed in weight | ounce, in lower margin. Col. imp.

Id. pale-green, blue.
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(4.) Envelope ,
withan oblong transverse white centre, with the angles trun-

cated, for the address ; surrounded by an enriched scroll and
foliate ornamentalframe , with a group of female figures at the
upper angles, surrounded by a sub-marginal narrow wreath of
foliage andfruit, inflected and doubled, with a cherub between the
upper edge of the label and the space for the direction ; all on a
minutely engine-turned ground, surrounded by two lines, forming
an externalframe. Col. imp.

Yellow, red, blue.

(4a.) Same device, with the labels and centre filled with a uniform coloured
ground. Col. imp.

Blue.

(4b.) Sheet of white paper folded as a wrapper, the flaps only covered
with different engine-turned patterns within a border; the lower

flap inscribed postage.

Black.

(5.) Embossed white profile of Queen Victoria to the right, without tiara,

and with a pendent curl behind, in two oval concentric frames

,

with engine-turned white embossed lines ; the outerframe inter-

rupted at the upper part by a white-lined label inscribed [paid]
in while embossed capital letters. Col. imp. ; oval.

Yellow, pink, lake, green, pale-blue, purple.

(6 .) Like No. 5, but surrounded with a third outer concentric frame, the

label on the upper part of the second or middle frame without

any letters, and dark. Col. imp. ; oval. .

Black.

(7.) Embossed white profile of the Queen to left, with tiara, and without

pendent curl behind, in oval frame, with engine-turned embossed
lines and outer edges, no inscription . Small oval.

White.
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(8.) Same device
,
withoutpendent curl, upper halfoftheframe with postage

one penny inscribed on the embossed lines, in small dark sunk
capital letters. Col. imp. ; small oval.

Id. blue.

(9.) Same device, without pendent curl, the upper half of the frame
uniformly dark, without embossed lines, inscription in embossed
white capital letters. Col. imp. ; small beaded oval.

Id. rose.

(9a.) Same device, surrounded with a coloured ring, shewing the size of
the die. Col. imp. ; small oval.

Id. deep-blue.

(10.) Same device as No. 7, without pendent curl, enclosed in a second oval
frame, with white embossed engine-turned lines, inscribed in large
white coloured-edged capital letters [postage one penny]

; a
group of the rose shamrock and thistle in the middle beneath.
Surrounded with a coloured ring, showing the size of the die. Col.

imp. ; oval.

Id. rose, pale-blue, dark-blue:

(ii.) Same device as No. 10, with pendent curl, the outer frame inter-

rupted at the upper half, and the plain coloured label inscribed,

in smaller white embossed capital letters. Col. imp. ; oval.

Id. rose, red, pale-blue, purple, brown, black.

(12.) Same device as No. 11, without pendent curl, but the group more
condensed, and the upper part of the outer frame plain, dark
coloured, without any embossed white lines ; inscribed in white
raised capitals postage Id. half-oz. Col. imp. ; oval.

Id. red, green, blue, brown, black.

(12a.) Same device as preceding
,
embossed in while.

White.
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( 1

3

.) Embossed white profile of the Queen to left , with tiara, a pendent
curl behind, enclosed in an oval frame, with white raised engine-
turned lines. Col. imp. ; small oval.

Red, blue, black.

(14.) Same as No. 13, the frame inscribed postage one penny in dark
sunk thick capital letters as wide as the frame. Col. imp.

; small
oval.

Id. pink, red, blue, brown.

(15.) Same device as No. 14, inscription in smaller and thinner letters.

Col. imp. ; small oval.

Id. red, blue, brown, black.

(16.1 Same device as No. 14, inscription in small thick sunk dark
capital letters ,

not half the width of the frame. Col. imp.

;

small oval.

Id. red, blue, black.

(17.) White embossed profile of the Queen to left, with tiara, and pendent
curl behind ; and of Prince Albert, behind, in a circular coloured
disc, surrounded by a double linear raised ring-edge. Col.

imp. ; circular.

(18.) Embossed oval disc, a crown between v.r. above, with post office
in curved band rather above the centre; and one penny, half-
ounce, below. Col. imp . ; oval.

Blue.

(18a.) Same device as preceding, but embossed in white.

White.

I860.—Head of Queen Victoria in white relief to left. Col imp.; trian-

gular.

l^d. rose.
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(Smce.

5861.—Inscription [EAA. rPAMM.]
,
head of Mercury to right. Col. imp.

on tinted paper ; rect.

1 lepton brown, light, dark, proofs lavender, grey,

slate, black, black on green paper; 2 lep. cinnamon,
proof black ; 5 lep. green, light, dark, proof rose

;

10 lep. red; 20 lep. blue, proof black; 40 lep. violet,

proofs red, orange ; 80 lep. rose, light, dark.

1862.

—

Same device
,
on the bach of each stamp the value in figures. Col.

imp. on tinted paper ; rect.

5 lepta green
;

1 0 lepta red ; 20 lepta blue

;

40 lep. mauve ; 80 lep. rose.

CKrenatia.

I860.—Name, bust of Queen Victoria with tiara to left. Col. imp. ; rect.

Id. green ; 6d. lake.

I^amfcurg.

1859 .—Arms behind large figure indicating value, inscription [Hamburg]
above and [postmarke] below, in scrolls. Col. imp.; rect. ,

i schilling black, var. on brown paper
;

1 sch. chocolate ; 2 sch. red
; 3 sch. blue, proof red ;

4 sch, green, proofs yellow, orange, red, blue, purple,

black
; 7 sell, orange ; 9 sch, yellow, proofs orange,

red, rose, mauve, blue, slate, black.

1863.—Similar device, inscription [Hamburg] in curved label above and
[postmarke] in straight label below. Col. imp. ; rect.

schilling lilac, mauve.

D
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PEIYATE POST LABELS.

Inscription [institut. Hamburg b
. boten. c. hamer and co.], figure

indicating value in circle. Black imp. on col. paper ; square.

^ (schilling) yellow, buff, light-green, dark-green,

rose, blue, brown, grey.

Inscription [c. hamer and co. Hamburg boten]. Same device.

& (schilling) yellow, buff, light-green, dark-green,

rose, blue, brown, grey.

Inscription [institut hamburger boten, h. scheerenbeck], and arms
in an oval

,
value not indicated. Black imp. on col. paper ; large

square.

Yellow, buff, flesh, light-green, dark-green, pink,

rose, blue, brown, grey.

1S63 .—Same inscription and letter carrier in an oval, value not indicated.

Black imp. on col. paper; red.

Yellow, buff, flesh, light-green, dark-green, pink,

rose, blue, brown, grey.

Inscription [h. scheerenbeck institut hamburger boten. 6 verein-
igte corporationen], figure indicating value in an oval.

Black imp. ; red.

i (schilling) yellow, primrose, flesh, green, rose, lake,

mauve, light-blue, dark-blue, brown.

1 (schilling) yellow, primrose, flesh, green, rose, lake,

mauve, light-blue, dark-blue, brown.

ENYELOPES.

Inscription [c. hamer and co.], andfigure indicating value in relief in a
circle surrounded by garter inscribed institut. hamb. boten.
Red imp.

% (schilling) white paper, £ yellow paper.
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1851.

—

Name [hannover], value infigures on shield, under arms. Black
imp. on plain col. paper ; red.

1 guten gr. green, blue;
gg thaler rose, crimson;

T5 tha. blue ; ig tlia. orange.

1858.

—Same device. Black imp. with col. reticular pattern; red.

1 guten gr. green
; ^ thaler lake, var. finer net-

like pattern
; ^ tha. blue

; ^ tha. orange.

Name [Hannover] and figure indicating value under crown in oval.

Rose imp. with col. reticular pattern ; red.

3 pfennige blue, blue-black.

1859-68.

—

Same device without reticular pattern. Col. imp.; red.

3 pfennige rose, green.

Name [Hannover], bugle horn under a crown. Black imp. ; red.

% groschen.

1859.

—Name [hannover], head of King George V. to left. Col. imp.

;

red.

1 groschen rose ; 2 gr. blue ; 3 gr. yellow.

1861.

—

Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

1 groschen light- rose; 2 gr. dark-blue; 3 gr. brown;
10 gr. green.

ENVELOPES.

1857.—Name [hannover], head of King George V. in white relief to left,

figure indicating value at bottom. Col. imp. ; oval.

1 guter groschen green; l silb.gr. rose; 2 silb.gr. blue;

3 silb. gr. yellow.
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1859 .—Same device
,
figure indicating value on eacKside

,
envelope inscrip-

tion on left. Col. imp. ; oval.

I groschen rose
; 2 gr. blue

; 3 gr. yellow.

J862 .—Same device, envelope inscription on right. Col. imp.; oval.

1 groschen rose
; 2 gr. blue

; 3 gr. brown.

ENVELOPES EOR LOCAL POSTAGE.

1850 .—Inscription [bestellgeld-frei], encircling bugle horn, hand-
stamped, value (3 pfennige) not indicated. Col. imp. on yellow paper.

Green.

1858 .—Same inscription, bugle horn and trefoil in relief, value (|- groschen)
not indicated. Col. imp. on yellow paper ; circular.

Green.

1862 .—Same inscription, horse in full career in relief, value (£ groschen)
not indicated. Col. imp. on yellow paper ; circular.

Green.

1852 .—Inscription [post zegel], head of King William III. to right in
oval. Col. imp.; red.

5 cents blue, light, dark, proof black
;
]0c. red, var.

on tinted paper; 15 c. orange.

POSSESSIONS.

DUTCH GUIANA.

1861 .—Inscription [post zegel], crown between two branches, date indi-

cated. Blade imp. ; red.

10 c. rose, lavender, neutral.

DUTCH INDIES.

1863 .—Inscription [nederl. indie, post zegel], head of King William
III. to left. Col. imp. ; red.

10 cent, carmine.
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Jhong Ikottg.

1862.

—Name, head of Queen Victoria to left, Chinese characters on each
side, value in words. Col. imp. ; red.

2 cents brown
; 8 c. lemon; 12 c. blue.

Same device, value in figures. Col. imp. ; red.

18 cents lilac; 24 c. pale-green; 48 c. rose;

96 c. dark slate.

1863.

—Same device, value in words. Col. imp. ; red.

4 cents blue-green
; 6 c. mauve

;
30 c. vermilion.

Ihttiia.

1854.

—

Name, head of Queen Victoria with diadem to left in oval. Col.

imp.; red.

£ anna red ; £ a. blue, light, dark
;

1 a. red

;

2 a. green.

Same device in circle. Col . imp. ; od.

4 annas red (blue bead)

.

1860-62. —Name, head of Queen Victoria with diadem to left m oval. Col.

imp. on blue paper ; red.

£ anna blue, light, dark
;

1 a. brown, light, dark
;

2 a. pink, yellow, var. green
;

4 a. grey, black

;

8 a. rose, rose on buff, rose on bluish paper.

NEWSPAPER LABEL.

I860.—Name, head of Queen Victoria with diadem to left in oval. Col.

imp.; od.'

8 pies lilac.
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ENVELOPES.

1861.

—

Name, head of Queen Victoria icith diadem in white relief to left.

Col. imp. ; circular.

| anna blue on white paper.

1 anna brown on blue paper.

Jontaii Island.
I860.—Inscription [IONIKON KPAT02], head of Queen Victoria diadem

to left, value not indicated. Col. imp. ; red.

(£d.) yellow
;

(id.) blue; (2d.) lake.

1856.—Inscription [franco bollo poste], in white letters, head of King
Victor-Emmanuel II. to right in white relief, in white oval.

Col. imp . ; red.

5 cent, green, light, dark ; 10 c. buff, yellow-brown,

red -brown, chocolate, plum - brown, proof black;

20 c. blue, light, dark; 40 c. red, lake-red, proof black;
80 c. yellow, proof black, black on blue paper ; 3 lire

goldeu.

1st Jan. 1863 .—Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

15 cent. blue.

1st March, 1863.—Inscription [franco bollo postale italiano], head
of King Victor-Emmanuel II. to left on col. ground in oval. Col.

imp. ; red.

15 cent. blue.

2864.—Inscription [poste italiane], head of King Victor-Emmanuel II.

to left in oval, within a rectangular frame, spandrils for each
value differing. Col. imp. ; red.

5 centesimi slate-green; 10 c. orange; 15 c. blue;

30 c. chocolate; 40 c. rose ; 60 c. lilac; 2 lire scarlet.
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UNPAID LETTER LABEL.

1863.

—Inscription [segna tassa], and value in a scroll. Col. imp.
; oval.

10 cent, yellow.

NEWSPAPER LABELS.

1861.

—Inscription [franco bollo giornali stampe], figure indicating
value in white relief

,
in white oval. Black, imp. ; red.

1 cent. ; 2 cent.

1862.

—Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

2 cent, yellow.

1864, —Inscription [poste italiane], figure indicating value and containing

denomination of value, onfancy ground. Col. imp. ; red.

1 centesimo green.

ESSAYS.

(1 .) Inscription [franco bollo], decorated bust ofKing Vidor Emmanuel
II. in ornamented rectangle ; figures in upper angles, and Roman
numeral in lower angles indicating value ; the whole covered with
an elaborate engine-turned design. Col. imp. ; large red.

10 cent. blue.

(1 a.) Inscription [franco bollo poste], bust of the King in a circle within

a square,figures indicating value in each spandril and in words on
a label below ; the whole covered with an elaborate engine-turned
design. Col. imp. ; large red.

20 cent, scarlet, black.

(2.) Inscription [poste italiane], head of King Victor Emmanuel II. to

left inoval, figure indicating value in each angle. Col. imp. ; red.

2 (centesimi) yellow, orange, cinnamon, orange-
brown, rose, carmine, emerald-green, light-green,

dark-green, blue, violet, purple, black.

(3.) Inscription [italia franco bollo poste], shield bearing white Savoy
cross, with collar and crown. Col. imp. ; red.

15 cent, green; 30 c. black; 40 c. black.
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(4.) Inscription [poste itamanb], large figure indicating value on fancy
ground, and in each angle of the stamp. Col. imp. ; red.

] centesimo vermilion, black.

Same inscription
,
head of King Victor-Emmanuel II. to left in circle, figure

indicating value in each angle. Col. imp. ; red.

5 cent, green, lavender.

Same inscription, head in octagon, -figures each side. Col. imp. ; red.

10 cent, vermilion, red-brown.

Same inscription, head in oval, figures in each angle. Col. imp. ; red.

15 cent, mauve, black.

Same inscription, head in circle, figures in upper angles, Savoy cross on
shield in lower angles. Col. imp.

;
red.

30 cent, mauve, brown.

Same inscription, head in circle, figures in upper angles. Col. imp. ; red.

40 cent, red-brown, black.

Same inscription, head in rectangle, figures in upper angles. Col. imp. ;

red.

60 cent, lake, blue.

Same inscription, head in circle below a crown, Savoy cross in upper angles.

Col. imp. ; red.

2 lire pale-green, brown.

Jamaica.
1860-63.—Name, laureated head of Queen Victoria to left, design for each

value different. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. blue; 2d. rose; 3d. green ; 4d. orange; 6d. lilac;

Is. brown, light, dark.
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Htfcerta.

I860.

—

Name, figure of Liberty seated in circle. Col. imp. ; large red.

6 cents pink, proof black ; 12 c. lilac, blue, proof
black; 24 c. green, light, dark, proof black.

Hiiiwfc.

1859.

—

Name
,
arms, figure indicating value in each angle and in words

at sides. Col. imp. ; red.

i schilling violet
;

l sch. yellow, orange-red

;

2 sch. brown, var. value 2^ in words ; 2£ sch. rose ;

4 sch. dark-green, proof black.

] 863.

—

Name [luebeck], white embossed two-headed eagle displayed in oval,

value infigures each side. Col. imp. ; o val.

i schilling green
; 1 sch. orange ; 2 sch. rose

;

2i sch, blue ; 4 sch. brown.

ENVELOPES.

1863.—Name [luebeck], white embossed two-headed eagle displayed in

oval, value in figures each side, brown envelope inscription on left.

Col. imp. ; oval.

\ sch. green
;

1 sch. orange ; 2 sch. rose ; sch. blue;

4 sch. brown.

HuicmtourQ.
1852.—Head of Grand Duke William III. to left in oval. Col. imp. ;

red.

10 centimes grey, black
;

1 silb. groschen rose, red,

brown, proof black.
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1859-63.—Name [g. d. de Luxembourg], arms crowned in circle
,
value in

a circle on each side. Col. imp. ; red.

1 centime buff, orange
;
2 c. black

;
4 c. yellow.

Name [g. d. de Luxembourg], arms crowned in an oval/ Col. imp. ; red.

10 centimes blue, proof lilac; 12| c. rose;

25 centimes marone
;

30 c. lilac
, 37J c. green

;

40 c. vermilion.

Jftalta.

1861.

—

Name ,
head of Queen Victoria with diadem to left. Col. imp.;

red.

Jd. buffi

Jttaurituus.

1857.

—Name
,
Britannia seated, value not indicated. Col. imp. ; red.

Red
;
dark-green ; magenta

;
slate.

Same device , value hand-stamped in black. Col. imp ; red.

4d. dark-green ; 8d. magenta.

1858.

—Name, head of Queen Victoria with diadem to left, on ground of
diagonal lines. Pol. imp. on tinted paper ; red.

Id. red, red-brown ; 2d. blue, three varieties.

Same device on ground of vertical lines. Col. imp. ; red.

2d. blue.

Same device on ground of crossed diagonal lines. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. yellow
;
2d. dark-blue.
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Same device on ground of vertical, horizontal
,
and diagonal lines. Col

.

imp. ; red.

2d. blue, two varieties.

Name, head of Queen Victoria with diadem to left, blocJc-printed. Greek
border. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. red ; 2d. blue.

Name, Britannia seated. Col. imp. ; red.

6d. blue; Is. vermilion.

1861.

—Name , diademed head of Queen Victoria to left in oval. Col.

imp.; red.

Id. brown; 2d. blue ; 4d. rose, lake; 9d. violet.

1862.

—Name, Britannia seated. Col. imp. ; red.

6d. purple; Is. light-green, dark-green, brown.

1863.

—Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria to left in oval, value in

small circle on each side. Col. imp. ; red.

6d. pale-green, lilac
; Is. pale-green, yellow-brown ;

5s. mauve.

1864.

—Same device as 1861. Col. imp. ; red.

3d. scarlet.

ENVELOPES.

Name, head of Queen Victoria with diadem in white relief to left. Col.

imp. on bluish paper.

6d. purple (circular); 9d. purple-marone (9-sided).

1863 .—Same device. Col. imp. on bluish paper.

6d. mauve (circular); Is. yellow (oval).
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JE«ftlenfcutgsj5ci)toerin.

Inscription [mecklenb. schwerin freimarke], arms. Col. imp. ; small
square.

% schilling red, black.

Same inscription, arms crowned. Col. imp. ; square.

3 schilling yellow ; 5 sch. blue.

ENVELOPES.

Name [grossh : mecklenb : schwerin], arms crowned in white relief, red
envelope inscription on left. Col. imp. ; oval.

1 schilling red ; sch. green ; 3 sch. yellow
;

5 sch. blue, brown.

JBmco.
Inscription [correos mejico], portrait on coloured ground in oval. Col.

imp.; red.

\ real blue
;

1 rl. yellow
;
2 rs. green ;

4 rs. red

;

8 rs. violet.

1861.

—

Same device. Black imp. on coloured paper ; red.

\ real light-brown ;
1 rl. green

;
2 reales pink

;

4 rs. yellow
;
8 rs. brown.

Same device. Col. imp. on coloured paper ; red.
-

4 reales red on yellow
;
8 rs. green on brown.
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Jttotrena.

Inscription [poste estensi], eagle displayed under crown and between two
laurel branches. Black imp. on col. paper ; red.

5 cent, green, var. 5 cnet ; 9 c. b g. violet ; 10 c. rose,

var. violet; 15 c. yellow, var. 15 cnet, 15 cetn

;

25 c. pale-ochre
; 40 c. blue, var. 40 cnet, 49 cent

;

1 lira white.

NEWSPAPER LABEL.

Inscription [tassa gazette], encircling eagle displayed under a crown.
Black imp. ; square.

10 cent.

Provisional Government.

1859 .—Inscription [provincie modonesi], arms and collar crowned be-

tween two laurel branches. Col. imp. ; red.

5 cent, green; 15 c. purple; 20 c. lilac, violet;

40 c. rose ; 80 c. orange.

Jttonte Uttieo.

1856—Inscription [diligencia], arms [sun in his splendour] in circle.

Col. imp. ; red.

60 centavos blue ; 80 c. green ; 1 real red.

Name, arms [sun in his splendour], in circle, value twice in figures, and
inscription in block letters. Col. imp. ; oblong.

120 centesimos blue ; 180 centesimos green
;

240 c. carmine.
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1859—Same device, value once in figures, and inscription in Roman letters.

Col. imp.; oblong.

60 centesimos pink, brown, neutral
; 80 c. yellow,

orange; 100 c. rose, carmine, red-brown; 120 c. blue,

light, dark; 180 c. green, light, dark; 240 c. orange-
red, carmine.

jHatal.

Name, crown and value in relief on colouredpaper. Large red.

Id. yellow, pink, blue
;

3d. rose
;

6d. green
;

9d. blue
; Is. drab.

1860.

—Name, diademed bust of Queen Victoria in Oval. Col. imp. ; reel.

Id. lake-red, carmine; 3d. blue
; 6d. grey.

Jteluss.

1861.

—Name, three female figures at a spring, groundwork and borders
differing in each stamp. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. lake
;
4d. rose ; 6d. lilac; Is. green.

Jieto 3Srunstoidt.

1857.

—

Name,- quatrefoil with crown in the centre and four stars, each
with a flower. Col. imp.; diamond-shaped.

3d. red ; 6d. yellow ; Is. violet.

1801-3.

—

Name, engine and train in oval. Col. imp. ; oblong.

1 cent purple-brown.
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Name, diademed bust of Queen Victoria in oval, design for each value

different. Col. imp. ; red.

2 cents orange, proof rose
;
5 c. green, light, dark,

proof black; 10 c. vermilion.

Name, steamship in oval. Col. imp. ; oblong.

12i Cents blue.

Name, bust of Prince of Wales in Scotch dress. Col. imp. ; red.

17 cents black.

ESSAY.

Name, bust of Connell (formerly Postmaster- General) in oval. Col. imp.

;

red.

5 cents chocolate.

JietofmwMantJ.

Name [st. John’s, Newfoundland], quatrefoil with crown in the centre

andfour stars, each with a flower. Col. imp. ; square.

Id. brown-violet; 5d. brown-violet, red-brown.

Name [st. John’s, Newfoundland], rose, shamrock, and thistle in centre

of three conjoined circles. Col. imp. ; triangular.

3d. green, proof black.

Name [st. John’s, Newfoundland], rose, shamrock, and thistle bouquet in
centre, each stamp differing slightly in design. Orange-red imp.

;

red.

2d.; 4d. ; 6d. ; 6£d.; 8d. ;
Is.

Same devices. Lake imp . ; red.

2d. ;
4d. ; 6d. ; 6£d

;
Is.
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Jieto CtaitaM.
1859.

—Inscription [confed. granabina. correos nacionales], arms in

circle. Col. imp; oct.

21 cent, green
; 5 c. yellow, puce, blue, brown

;

10 c. yellow, cinnamon, red, red-brown; 20 c. blue,

grey; 1 peso carmine, rose-red.

1860.

—Same design, name and figures indicating value larger.

2\ cent, green ; 5 c. puce; 10 c. cinnamon, brown;
20 c. blue.

1861 .—Inscription [estados unidos be nueva granaba. correos na-
cionales], arms in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

2\ centavos black
;

5 c. yellow, buff; 10 c. blue
;

20 c. red; 1 peso rose.

1862.

—Inscription [e. u. be Columbia, correos nacionales], arms in
circle on wavy ground. Col. imp. ; oct.

10 cent, blue, grey; 20 c. rose; 50 c. green;

1 peso lilac.

Same inscription, arms supported by wreath below 9 stars on white
ground. Col. imp. ; oct.

5 cent, orange; 10 c. blue; 20 c. red; 50 c. green.

1863.

—Same device on col. ground, ornaments at each angle. Col. imp.

;

red.

5 cents, orange
;
10 c. blue

; 20 c. red ; 50 c. green.
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fUto 3?outfj ©Stales.

1850 .— View of Sydney and group offigures encircled with legend [sigillum
NOV. CAMB. AUST.], motto [SIC FORTIS ETRURIA OREVIX] belOW ;

inscription [postage] and value in white letters, doubleframes at

sides. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. red, without clouds.

1 d. red, with clouds, var. on blue paper.

Same device; single frame of oblique, engine-turned, spiral lines at sides;
spandrils with wide, straight, and waved vertical lines. Col

.

imp. ; red.

2d. blue (badly executed).

Same device; spandrils with close, straight, and waved vertical lines.

Col. imp.; red.

2d. dark-blue.

Same device ; spandrils with straight and waved horizontal lines. Col.
imp. ; red.

2d. pale-blue, deep-blue, purple-brown, var. blue on

yellow paper.

Same device, inscription [postage] and value in small col. letters, single

frame of engine-turned, transversely-oblong lines at sides. Col.

imp.; red.

3d. green, brown.

Name, laureated head of Queen Victoria to left, on ground of coarse,

straight, and waved vertical lines. Col. imp. on blue paper;
red.

6d. brown ; 8d. orange.

1852 .—Same device, head on ground of fine vertical and obliquely-

waved lines. Col. imp. on blue paper; red.

Id. red; 2d. blue, lavender; 3d. green; 6d. brown,

I?
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Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. orange ; 2d. blue; 3d. green ; 6d. brown.

1862.

—

Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria to left, the word “South”
at top of stamp. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. red, red-brown ; 2d. blue; 3d green, light, dark.

—Same device, blank spaces in place of the word postage and the value,

left lower angle effaced. Col. imp ; red.

Proofs ochre, orange, red, pale-green, green, blue,

brown, violet-brown.

Same device overarched with words “ New South Wales.” Col. imp.

;

red.

2d. blue.

Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria in circle, within a hexagon, design

for each value different. Col. imp. ; large square.

5d. dark-green ;
6d. yellow-brown, sage-green, lilac,

violet, slate.

Same device, one of the angles effaced. Col. imp. ; large square.

Proofs 6d. scarlet, rose, pale-green, dark-green, blue,

carmine, brown-carmine.

Same device within an octagon. Col. imp. ; large square.

8d. yellow, orange ; Is. red, rose, var. blue.

Name, crowned bust of Queen Victoria with sceptre . Col. imp. ; circular

.

5s. violet.

REGISTRATION LABEL.

Inscription [new south wales registered], laureated head of Queen
Victoria to left, value (6d.) not indicated. Imp . in two colours

;

oval.

Orange and blue, red and blue.
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S&ealanlr.

Name, diademed bust of Queen Victoria in circle. Col. imp. on blue

paper; red.

Id. red
; 2d. blue ; 6d. brown ; Is. green.

1860-63.

—

Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. vermilion, brown; 2d. blue; 3d. violet;

6d. red-brown, brown, chocolate ; Is. emerald- green ;

yellow-green, blue-green, dark-green.

Nicaragua.
1862.

—

Inscription [Nicaragua porte], landscape in oblong, figure indi-

cating value in each angle. Col. imp. ; oblong.

2 centavos blue, proof black.

—Inscription [Nicaragua correos porte], same device. Col. imp. ; ob-

long.

5 centavos black, proof blue.

ftortoaj).

1855.

—Inscription [frulerke], arms crowned in a circle. Col. imp.

;

red.

4 skilling blue.

1856.

—Inscription [norge frim/erke], head of King Oscar I. to left in
circle. Col. imp. ; red.

2 skilling yellow
; 3 sk. lilac

; 4 sk. blue ; 8 sk. lake.

1883.—Same inscription, arms crowned and supported by wreath. Col.
imp. ; red.

4 skilling blue; 8 sk. rose ; 24 sk. brown.
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jjiolm Scotia.

Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria in lozenge within a square. Col.

imp. on blue paper ; square.

Id. red-brown, proof black.

Name, quatrefoil with crown in the centre and four stars, each with a
flower. Col. imp. ; diamond-shaped.

3d. blue, light, dark
;

6d. green, light, dark

;

Is. violet.

1860-3.

—

Name, head of Queen Victoria with tiara to left in circle. Col.

imp. ; red.

1 cent black, proofs red, green ; 2 c. lilac ; 5 c. blue,

proof black.

Name, bust of Queen Victoria with diadem in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

8£ cents green; 10 c. red, proofs green, blue,

brown, black ; 12£ c. black, proof red.

ESSAY.

Name, figure indicating value in octagon and in each angle. Col. imp.

;

red.

6d. rose.

©Hrenimrg.
1852.

—

Name, value in figures on shield under arms crowned. Black
imp. on col. paper; red.

J silb. gr. green, ^ thaler blue, ^ thaler rose,

thaler yellow.

1858.

—

Name, arms under crown in oval, figure indicating value on each
side. Black imp. on col. paper ; red.

£ groschen green
; 1 grosc. blue ; 2 grosc. rose

;

3 gr. yellow.
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1860.

—Same device. Col. imp.; red.

i groschen orange
; £ gr. green, light, dark

;

\ gr. red-brown ; 1 gr. blue ; 2 gr. red, proof black
;

3 gr,- yellow.

1862.

—

Name, arms crowned in white relief in col. oval. Col. imp. ;

small oval.

£ groschen green ; £ gr. orange
; 1 gr. rose

;

2 gr. blue ; 3 gr. brown.

ENVELOPES.

1861.

—Name, arms crowned in white relief in oval
,
blue envelope inscrip-

tion to left. Col. imp. ; oval.

£ groschen brown
; 1 grosc. blue ; 2 grosc. rose

;

3 gr. yellow.

1862. -Same device, blue envelope inscription to right. Col. imp. ; oval.

\ groschen orange
; 1 gr. rose

; 2 gr. blue
;

3 gr. brown.

Ottoman Oinpirr.

1863.

—Name in Turkish characters inscribed in a crescent, surmounted
by the sign manual of Sultan Abdul Aziz

,
each value differing in

design. Black imp. on col. paper ; red.

20 paras yellow
; 1 piastre lilac ; 2 piastres blue

;

5 piastres lake.

Same devices. Black imp. on brick-red paper ; red.

20 paras ; 1 piastre; 2 piastres ; 5 piastres.
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$ataguag.

ESSAYS.

Inscription [re del Paraguay, correo.], lion sejant to right in oval,

value not indicated. Col. imp. ; red.

Yellow, cinnamon, red, rose, green, pale-lilac, blue,

violet, brown, black.

farina.

Inscription [stati. parm.], fleur-de-lis in circle crowned, Greek border-
ing on each side. Col. imp. ; red.

5 centes. yellow; 15 c. red; 25 c. red-brown.

Same device. Black imp. on col. paper ; red.

5 centes. yellow; 10 c. white; 15 c. rose;

25 c. purple ; 40 c. blue.

1858.

—Inscription [duc. di parma piac. ecc.], arms crowned between two
laurel branches. Col. imp. ; red.

15 centes pink-red ; 25 c. brown, proof green
;

40 c. blue,

Peoyisional Goyebnment.

1859.

—Inscription [stati parmensi]. Col. imp. ; od.

5 centesimi green, light, dark; 10 c. brown;
20 c. blue ; essay 25 c. black ; 40 c. red ; 80 c. orange.

— Same device. Black imp. on col. paper.

6 c. rose ; 9 c. blue.
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|ieru.

(1.) Inscription [correos porte-franco], in double-lined frame, arms
{in dexter chief az. a llama standing, in sinister chief arg. a
tree, in base gules a thick, short cornucopia) in circle. Col. imp.

;

square.

1 dinero blue, light, dark ; 1 peseta red.

(2.) Same device, inscription in smaller letters. Col. imp. ; square.

1 dinero blue ; 1 peseta red.

(3.) Same device, single-lined frame, llama walking, cornucopia
thin, long, and more curved. Col. imp. ; square.

1 dinero blue, light, dark
; 1 peseta rose ;

\ peso yellow.

(4.) Same device as preceding, in base argent a cornucopia Col.

imp.; square.

1 dinero blue; 1 peseta rose.

1863 .—Embossed arms in white circular disc, within four inflected label;

inscribed as above. Col. imp. ; square.

1 dinero pink, red, proof black.

White embossed arms in circular frame, inscribed as above. Col. imp.
square.

1 peseta brown, proofs black, black on blue paper.

SPECIAL OB PEIYATE LAB ELS.

— Steam-vessel in small oval within engine-turned oval, letters p. s. n. c.

in corners. Col. imp. ; large oblong.

\ oz. 1 R1
- yellow, carmine, green, blue.

1 oz. 2 Rls
- yellow, carmine, green, blue, brown.
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Portugal.
Inscription [correio], head of Queen Maria II. in white relief to left.

Col. imp. ; various forms.

5 reis brown
;
25 r. blue

; 50 r. green ; 100 r. lilac.

1858 .—Same inscription, head of King Pedro V. in white relief to right,

the hair straight and parted, half the ear visible. Col. imp.;
various forms

.

25 reis blue; 50 r. green; 100 r. lilac.

1861 .—Same device, hair curly and not parted, the whole ear visible.

Col. imp. ; variousforms.

5 reis red-brown, chocolate; 25 r. blue, rose.

1862-63 .—Same inscription, head of King Luis I. in white relief to left.

Col. imp.; various forms.

5 reis chocolate; 10 r. yellow; 25 r. rose.

IJttnc? ©itoatli Island.
I860.

—

Name, head of Queen Victoria with tiara in different-shaped
frames. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. orange; 2d. rose; 3d. blue; 6d. green;
9d. currency equal to 6d. stg. lilac.

Prussia.
1850 .—Inscription [freimarke], head of King Frederick-William IV. to

right on ground of vertical and horizontal lines. Col. imp. on
tintedpaper; red.

4 pfenninge green; 6 pf. vermilion, red-brown.

Same device. Black imp. on col. paper.

1 silber gr. lake
;
2 s. gr. blue; 3 s. gr. yellow.
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1857.

—Same effigy on col. ground. Col. imp. ; red.

1 silber gr. rose; 2 s. gr. blue; 3 s. gr. orauge.

1858.

—Same effigy on ground of vertical and horizontal lines. Col. imp
.

;

red.

4 pfenninge green
; 6 pf. vermilion ; 1 silb. gr. rose ;

2 s. gr. blue; 3 s. gr. orange.

1861 .—Name [preussen], eagle displayed in oval, figure indicating value
in each angle. Col. imp. ; od.

4 pfenninge green; 6 pf. vermilion.

Same device,figure indicating value on each side. Col. imp. ; oval.

1 silb. gr. rose ;
2 s. gr. blue ; 3 s. gr. brown.

ENVELOPES.

1851 .—Head of Ring Frederick- William IV. in white relief to right, two
threads across the stamp. Col. imp. ; oval.

1 silber groschen rose; 2 s. gr. blue; 3 s. gr. yellow.

Same device. Col. imp. ; od.

4 s. gr. brown ; 5 s. gr. lilac, light, dark ; 6 s. gr.

green
; 7 s. gr. red.

1 857 .—Same device, without the threads, envelope inscription on left.

1 silber gr. rose, light, dark
;

2 s. gr. blue, light,

dark
;
3 s. gr. yellow.

1861 .—Name [preussen], eagle displayed in white relief, envelope inscrip-

tion on right. Col. imp. ; small oval.

1 silber gr. rose ; 2 s. gr. blue
;
3 s. gr. pale-brown.

1863.—Same device, envelope inscription across the imp. Col. imp. ; small
oval.

1 silb. groschen rose; 2 s. gr. blue; 3 s. gr. pale-brown.
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<®umislantr.

1861-3.

—

Name, diademed bust of Queen Victoria in oval. Col. imp. ;

red.

Id. orange, lake-red; 2d. blue, light, dark; 3d. brown;
6d. green, light, dark; Is. brown, dark-purple.

REGISTRATION LABEL.

Inscription [Queensland registered], same device
,
value (6c?.) not indi-

cated. Col. imp.; red.

Maize, chocolate.

Momagtia.
1859 .—Inscription [franco bollo postale romagne], figure indicating

value. Black imp. on col. paper ; red.

\ bai. lemon
;

1 bai drab
;

2 bai. yellow, proofs french-grey, green

;

3 bai. dark-green, proofs french-grey, yellow;

4 bai. red-brown, proofs french-grey, pale-blue;

5 bai. lilac; 6 bai. green; 8 bai. rose;

20 bai. blue, proof french-grey.

Iftoman J&tatess.

Inscription [franco bollo postale], two keys in saltire under triple

crown. Black imp. ; variousforms.

% baj. grey, purple, violet
;

1 baj. green (oval);

2 baj. green (oblong); 3 baj. cinnamon (oval);

4 baj. yellow, brown (circular); 5 baj. rose (rect.);

6

baj. french-grey; 7 baj. blue; 8 baj. white (oct.).

Same device. Col. imp.
,
oblong scroll, different patterns.

50 baj. blue; 1 scudo vermilion.
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l&usssta.

1858 .—Arms [eagle displayed with two heads and crowned over two
bugle horns conjoined] in white relief in col. oval on imperial
mantle ; value in Russian, and figures in each angle. Imp. in

two colours ; red.

10 kopecs brown, centre blue, light, dark;

20 kop. blue, centre orange; 30 kop. rose, centre green.

1863 .—Arms black on a col. square in engine-turned circle within col.

octagon ,
inscription in Russian . Imp. in two colours ; red.

5 kop. blue and black.

ENVELOPES.

1854.—Arms in a circle, hand-printed. Col. imp. ; circular.

5 and 1 kop. blue.

1858 .—Arms in white relief on white-lined engine-turned disc, in in-

scribed frame on the flap of envelope ; inscription in Russian,
the upper part coloured and flat, lower part in white relief. Col.

imp.; circular.

10 and 1 kopec black
;

20 and 1 kopecs blue
;

30 and 1 kop. rose.

FINLAND.

1860 .—Arms [lion] crowned over two bugle horns, value on each side,

hand-printed. Col. imp.; transversely oval.

5 kopecs blue; 10 kop. rose.

1862 .—Arms crowned in oval, value above and below. Col. imp. on tinted
paper; red.

5 kop. blue; 10 kop. rose.
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Envelopes.

1845 .—Inscription [pokto stempel], arms crowned, bugle horns on each
side, value on a label beneath the device, hand-printed. Col. imp. ;

oval.

10 kopecs rose
;
20 kop. black.

Arms crowned over two bugle horns, value on each side, hand printed, on
the flap of envelope. Col. imp. ; transversely oval.

5 kop. blue; 10 kop. rose ; 20 kop. black.

1862 .—Arms crowned in white oval on ground of thick, close, coloured
wavy lines, value above and below. Col. imp. ; red.

5 kop. blue, var. with thin wide wavy lines
;

10 kop. rose.

POLAND.

1858 .—Arms as on those of Russia in white relief, value in Russian round
the arms, in Polish below, and in figures in each angle. Imp.
in two colours ; red.

10 kop. blue, centre red, light, dark.

Envelopes.

Arms as on those of Russia, inscription in Russian above and in Polish
below, hand-printed on the flap of envelope, value (IJ kop.) not
indicated. Circular.

Red.

Same device, but arms larger, and inscriptions on the upper part of the

stamp. Circular.

Red.
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White two-headed eagle displayed on white-lined engine-turned disc in
inscribed frame ,

inscription in Polish, the upper part coloured,
the lower part white. Col. imp. ; circular.

3 kop. blue.

—Same device; upper part of inscription in black Russian characters,
lower part in white Polish characters. Black imp.; circular.

1 0 kopecs.

1859.

—

Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria to left, in circle. Col.

imp.; red.

6d. blue.

PROVISIONAL LABELS.

1863 .—Same device, but old value {Qd.) cancelled, and new values printed
in black. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. brick-red; 4d. carmine.

gt. Hucta.
1859.

—

Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria to left in oval, value no
indicated. Col. imp.; red.

(Id.) red; (4d.) blue; (6d.) green.

gif. Hincent.

1859.

—

Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria to left. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. lake; 6d. green.
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3>ant)toid) Jfslantrs.

1860. — Inscription [inter island Hawaiian postage, uku.leta.],
figure indicating value. Col. imp. ; red.

1 cent blue, black
;
2 cents blue, black.

Same device. Col. imp. on bluish paper ; red.

2 cents black.

Inscription [postage Honolulu Hawaiian is.], half-length portrait of
King Kamehameha III. in military costume. Col. imp. ; red.

5 c. blue ; 13 c. red (Haw. 5 cs., U. S. 8 cs.).

Same device. Col. imp. on blue paper ; red.

5 c. blue.

1861 .—Inscription [uku leta. elua keneta], bust of King Kamehameha
IV., value in top corners. Col. imp. ; red.

2 c. rose.

Sarlmtta,

1851.

—Inscription [franco bollo poste] , head of King Vidor-Em-
manuel II., white in coloured oval to right; inscription white.
Col. imp. ; red.

5 cent, black ; 20 c. blue ; 40 c. lake.

1852.

—Same device, embossed on coloured paper. Red.

5 cent, green, proof blue
; 20 c. blue; 40 c. lake.

1855 .—Same device, head in white relief in white oval; remainder of
stamp coloured. Red.

5 cent, green; 20 c. blue, proof green; 40 c. red.
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£g>along.

1850.

—Name [sachsen], figure indicating value. Col. imp. ; square.

3 pfennige red.

1851.

—Name [sachsen], head of King Frederick-Augustus to right in

oval. Black imp. on col. paper ; red.

J neu-grosch. grey ; 1 n. gr. rose; 2 n. gr. blue-

green, dark-blue ; 3 n. gr. yellow, var. french grey.

1854.

—

Name [sachsen], arms crowned in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

3 pfennige green.

Name [sachsen], head of King John to left in oval. Black imp. on col .

paper ; red.

% neu-grosch. grey; 1 n. gr. pink; 2n.gr. blue;

3 n. gr. yellow.

1856.—Same device. Col. imp.; red.

5 neu-grosch. red, red-brown
; 10 n. gr. blue.

1863.—Name [sachsen], arms crowned and embossed in white relief in
ovalframe. Col. imp. ; red.

3 pfennige green
; | neu-groschen orange.

— Same device. Col. imp. ; engrailed oval.

1 n. gr. pink ; 2 n. gr. blue
; 3 n. gr. brown

;

5 n. gr. lilac.

ENVELOPES.

1856 .—Name [sachsen], head of King John in white relief to left, green
envelope inscription to left. Col. imp. ;

oval.

1 neu-groschen rose ;
2 n. gr. blue ; 3 n. gr. yellow;

5 n. gr. lilac; 10 n. gr. green.
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1882 .—Same device, green envelope inscription on right. Col. imp.; oval.

1 neugroschen rose; 2 n. gr. blue; 3 n. gr. yellow.

1863 .—Name [sachsen], arms crowned and embossed in white relief.

Col. imp. ; small plain oval.

1 neugroschen rose
;

2 n. gr. blue
;
3 n. gr. brown;

5 n. gr. mauve.

Sierra Urone.

Name
,
diademed head of Queen Victoria to left in octagon. Col. imp. ;

red.

6d. lilac.

Sfliitl) Australia.

Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria to left in circle. Col. imp,

;

red.

Id. dark-green ; 2d. carmine; 6d. blue, Is. orange.

1861 -3 .—Same device. Col. imp.; red.

Id. light-green, proof black; 2d. orange, red;

6d. pale-blue, lilac
, proof black; Is. yellow, red-brown,

lilac, purple.

Name, same profile in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

9d. iron-grey.
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&patn.

Inscription [correo interior franco], arms of Madrid crowned between
branches of laurel, in octagon. Bronze imp. ; red.

1 cuarto; 2 cuartos; 3 cuartos.

1850.—Inscription [correos franco], diademed head of Queen Isabella
II. in red., dale indicated. Col. imp. ; red.

6 cuartos black, head to left.

1 2 c. violet, head to right, var. on yellow paper.

1850

.

—Inscription [correos certificado], same effigy to right, date indi-

cated. Col. imp. ; red.

5 reales red ; 6 rs. blue, proof black ; 10 rs. green.

1851

.

—Inscription [correos franco], head of Queen Isabella II. to right,

encircled with fillet ofpearl rosettes in oval, date indicated. Col.

imp.; red.

6 cuartos black; 12 c. violet.

1851.

—Inscription [correos certifo.], same device. Col. imp.; red.

2 reales red ; 5 rs. rose; 6 rs. blue; 10 rs. green.

1852

.

—Inscription [correos franco], head of Queen Isabella II. to left,

with plain tiara in circle, date indicated. Col. imp. ; red.

6 cuartos rose ; 12 c. violet.

1852

.

—Inscription [correos certdo.], same device. Col. imp. ; red.

2 reales red ;
5 rs. green ; 6 rs. light-blue.

1853

.

—Inscription [correos franco], diademed head of Queen Isabella

II. to right in oval, date indicated. Col. imp.; red.

6 cuartos red; 12 c. violet.

1853.—Inscription [correos certdo.], same device. Col. imp. ; red

.

2 reales rose; 5 rs. green ; 6 rs. blue.

F
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1854 .

—

Inscription [correos franco], arms [quarterly ,
castle and lion

rampant] crowned on white ground
,
date not indicated. Col.

imp. ; red.

2 cuartos green.

1854 .

—

Same device on white ground, date indicated. Col. imp. ; red.

4 cuartos pink, var. on tinted paper
;

1 real dark-
purple.

1854 .

—

Same device on col. ground, date indicated. Col. imp.; red.

6 cuartos lake.

1854

.

—Inscription [correos certdo.], same device on col. ground, date
indicated. Col. imp. ; red.

2 reales scarlet ; 5 rs. green ; 6 rs. blue.

1855

.

—Inscription [correos], laureated head of Queen Isabella II. to

right in circle, watermark in curves. Col. imp. on bluishpaper

;

red.

2 cuartos green ; 4 cuartos carmine, brown-lake
;

1 real blue ; 2 rs. chocolate.

1856

.

—Same device, diagonally crossed watermarks. Col. imp. ; red.

2 cuartos green ; 4 c. lake ; 1 real blue
;
2 rs. violet.

1857 .—Same device, no watermark. Col. imp. ; red.

2 cuartos green, proofs claret, red-brown
;
4 cs. rose,

proofs orange, green, blue, cinnamon, lake on yellow

paper ; 12 cs. orange ; 1 real blue ; 2 rs. lilac, chocolate.

1860 - 1 .—Inscription [correos], diademed head of Queen Isabella II. to

left in circle. Col. imp. ; red.

2 cuartos green ; 4 cuartos orange, proof blue

;

12 c. carmine; 19 c. brown
;

1 real blue ; 2 rs. lilac,

purple.
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1862.—.Inscription [espana correos], diademed head of Queen Isabella II.
to left in oval, castle and lion in alienate angles. Col. imp. on
tinted paper ; red.

2 cuartos indigo; 4 c. brown; 19 c. rose; 1 real
chocolate.

Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

12 cuartos blue, light, dark ; 2 rs. green.

1864.—Inscription [correos], diademed head of Queen Isabella II. to left
in oval, circular ornaments in each angle, date indicated. Col

.

imp. on tinted paper ; red.

2ctos - indigo ; 4 c. lake-red
;

19 c. mauve ; 1 rl. dull-
brown.

Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

12 c. green ; 2 rs. blue.

OFFICIAL LABELS.

1854.

—Inscription [correos], arms [quarterly, castle and lion rampant]
crowned, date indicated. Black imp. on col. paper ; red.

h onza orange
;

1 onza rose ; 4 onzas green
;

1 libra blue.

1855.

—Inscription [correo official], arms crowned and encircled with
the collar of the order of the Golden Fleece, date not indicated.
Black imp. on col. paper', oval.

\ onza orange
;

1 onza rose
;

4 onzas green

;

1 libra blue.

SPANISH POSSESSIONS.

CUBA, HAYT1, AMD PORTO R!CO.

1855.—Inscription [correos], laureated head of Queen Isabella II. to
right in circle, watermark in curves. Col. imp. on bluish paper

;

red.

\ rl. plata f. blue-green
;

1 real plata green
2 rs. pi. carmine; 2 rs. pi. (Y £) carmine.
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1856.

—Same device, diagonally crossed icatermarks. Col. imp. ; red.

% rl. pi. blue; l rl. pi. green; 2 rs. pi. deep-red.

1857.

—Same device, no watermark. Col. imp. ; red.

\ rl. pi. blue, proofs red, green, black; 1 rl. pi. green,

proofs rose, red, green, black, marone on green paper,

lake on tinted paper; 2 rs. pi. rose, proofs red, green,

black; 2 rs. pi. (Y |) rose.

1863.

—Inscription [correos], diademed head of Queen Isabella II. to left

in circle. Red.

i rl. plata f. black.

1864.

—Inscription [correos], diademed head of Queen Isabella II. to left

in oval, circular ornaments in each angle. Col. imp. on tinted

paper; red.

£ rl. plata f. chocolate
; \ rl. pi. black-green

;

1 rl. pi. violet ; 2 rs. pi. vermilion.

LUZON.

1854-5.—(1.) Diademed head of Queen Isabella II. to right in beaded
oval, inscription [franco] above and [correos 1854 y 55] below.

Col. imp. ; red.

1 rl. fte. yellowish-green, purple-black; 2 rs. ftes.

brownish-green.

(2.) Same device, inscription [correos 1854 y 1855] above and [franco]
below. Col. imp. ; red.

5 cuartos red; 10 c. carmine.

(3.) Diademed head of Queen Isabella II. to right in plain circle, inscrip-

tion as in No. 2. Col. imp.; red.

5 cuartos red.
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f4.) Inscription [correos interior], laureated head of Queen Isabella
II. to right in oval, value not indicated. Col. imp. ; red.

Blue.

(5.) Inscription [correos interior], laureated head of (Queen Isabella
II. to right in circle. Col. imp . ; red.

5 cuartos red
;

1 0 c. rose.

(5a.) Same device, inscription and figures smaller. Col. imp, ; red.

5 cuartos red.

1855.

—

Inscription [sverige frimarke], arms crowned. Col. imp.; red.

3 skill, bco. green
;

4 s. bco. lavender, blue, light,

dark ; 6 s. bco grey, light, dark
;

8 s. bco. yellow
;

24 s. bco. red, cinnamon.

1858.

—

Same device. Col. imp.; red,

5 ore green, light, dark ; 9 ore lilac, light, dark ;

12 ore blue, light, dark
;

24 ore orange, orange-red

;

30 ore red-brown; 50 ore lake.

INLAND LABELS.

1855.

—

Inscription [frimarke for lokalbref] in transverse oval, value
(Is. bco.) not indicated. Oblong.

Black.

1802 .—Same device, value (3 ore) not indicated. Col. imp. ; oblong.

Light-brown.

— Inscription [sverige frimarke], lion in front of arms crowned and
adorned with a glory. Col. imp. ; red.

3 ore light-brown, proof black.
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3toit{«rlantr.

Cantonal Administration.

BASLE.

Inscription [stadt-post-basel], dove in white relief on red ground.
Black imp. on col. paper ; red.

rap. green

GENEVA.

Inscription [poste de geneve, port cantonal], arms and motto, “ post
tenebras lux.” Black imp. on col. paper ; red.

5 cent, yellow-green, blue-green.

Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

5 c. green, proofs black, black on rose.

\

Inscription [poste de geneve, port-local], same device. Black imp. on
col. paper; small red.

5 c. green.

Superscription [port cantonal], joining two of the last-named labels.

Black imp. on col. paper; oblong.

10 centimes green.

ENVELOPE.

Inscription [poste de geneve, port cantonal]; arms and motto. Col.

imp.; red.

5 centimes green.
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NEUFCHATEL.

Inscription [poste locale], white cross on red shield. Black imp.; red.

5 centimes.

VAUD.

Inscription [poste locale], white cross on red ground in post-horn.

Black imp.; oblong.

4 cents; 5 cents.

WINTERTHUR.

Inscription [orts-post poste-locale], white cross on red ground in

hunting-horn. Black imp. ; oblong

.

rappen.

ZURICH.

1843-50.

—

Name, figure indicating value, date not indicated, fine vertical

lines over stamp. Black imp. ; red.

4 (rappen) local-taxe; 6 (rap.) cantonal-taxe.

Same device, fine horizontal lines over stamp. Black imp. ; red.

4 (rappen) locai-taxe; 6 (rap.) cantonal-taxe.

Essays.

1843 .—Figure indicating value within an ornamental upright oval frame,
containing inscription [local-taxe], words expressing value

at sides, date indicated. Btack imp.; red.

4 rappen.

1843.—Figure indicating value within a rectangular frame, inscribed

[local-taxe] above, and words expressing value below, date in-

dicated. Black imp. ; red.

6 rappen.
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German and French Cantons.

Inscription [orts-post], white cross on red shield surmounted by hunting-
horn. Black imp. ; red.

2\ rappen.

Inscription [poste locale], same device. Black imp. ; red.

2i rappen.

Federal Administration.

1850.— White cross on red shield surmounted by hunting-horn. Black
imp. on col. paper ; red.

5 rappen (Rayon I.) blue, light, dark ;

10 rap. (Rayon II.) yellow, orange.

Same device, cross-shaded with black line. Black imp. on col. paper; red.

5 rap. blue, light, dark; 10 rap. orange.

1852.

—

Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

5 rap. (Rayon I.) blue
;
15 rap. (Rayon III.) red,

var. smaller figures; 15 cents. (Rayon III.) red.

1854.

—Inscription [franco], figure of Liberty seated with shield bearing

white cross. Col. imp. ; red.

5 rappen amber; 10 rap. yellow.

1855.

—Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

5 rap. brown, light, dark ; 10 rap. blue, blue-grey

;

15 rap. rose; 20 rap. yellow, buff; 40 rap. green;

1 franc grey.

1862.—Same device. Col. imp.; red.

2 rappen grey, pale-lavender.
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1862 .—Inscription [Helvetia feanco figure of Liberty seated with shield
bearing white cross, value in figures in each angle. Col. imp. ;

red.

2 (centimes) grey; 3 black; 5 brown ; 10 bine
;

20 orange ; 30 vermilion
; 40 green ; 60 bronze,

proof yellow
;

1 franc golden, proof carmine.

©asmanta.

Name [van diemen’s land], head of Queen Victoria with tiara to right in
oval. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. blue.

Same device in circle. Col. imp. ; oct.

4d. orange, orange-red.

? Same device, profile to left. Col. imp. ; circular.

lOd. red.

] 860-63 —Name [van diemen’s land]
. bust of Queen Victoria with diadem,

in oval. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. red, light, dark
;

2d. green, light, dark
;

4d. blue, light, dark, dark-green.

Name [Tasmania], bust of Queen Victoria with diadem, in oct. Col.

imp. ; oct.

6d. lilac, light, dark; Is. red, light, dark.

©riititrali.

Name, Britannia seated, value not indicated. Blotched wood-block imp.
on bluish paper; red.

Red ; blue
;
grey.
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Same device, die badly executed. (Native ?)

Light-blue, dark-blue, grey.

Same device. Col. imp. on blue paper ; red.

Crimson; blue; slate.

Same device. Col. imp. ; red.

Red, crimson
;
purple; neutral.

1861.—Same device, value indicated. Col. imp. ; red.

4d. violet, purple, mauve; 6d. green, light, dark;
Is. blue-black, violet.

®uscattg.

1854.—Inscription [franco bollo postale toscano], a lion sejant

crowned supporting a shield. Col. imp. on bluish paper ; red.

1

quattr. black ; 1 soldo yellow
;

2 soldi red
;

1 crazia marone; 2 crazie blue; 4 era. dark-green ;

6 era. dark -blue; 9 era. claret; 60 era. red-brown.

Same device. Col. imp.; red.

1 quattr. black; 1 soldo yellow; 1 crazia carmine;
2 crazie blue

;
4 era. green ; 6 era. blue, light, dark

;

9 era. claret.

Peoyisional Goveenment.

1859 —Inscription [franco bollo postale toscano], shield bearing
white cross on mantle crowned. Col. imp. ; red.

1 centes. violet
;

5 centes. green, light, dark

;

10 c. brown
;

20 c. blue
;

40 c. red
;

80 c. pink ;

3 lire yellow.
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NAPLES.

1857.

—

Inscription [bollo della posta napoletana], arms inframes of
variousforms. Lake imp. ; red.

\ grano circular; 1 gr. square ; 2 gr. oct.
; 5 gr. rect.,

var. 3 gr. ; 1 0 gr. hexagonal ; 20 gr. lozenge

;

50 gr. oval.

PeOVISIONAL GoYEKNMENT.

Oct., 1860.

—

Same inscription, arms in a circle. Col. imp. ; rect.

\ tornese blue.

Nov. 1860.

—

Same inscription, white cross in a circle. Col. imp.; rect.

\ tornese blue.

1861.—Inscription [franco bollo postale], head of King Victor-Em-
manuel II. in white relief to right, in white oval. Col. imp. ; rect.

\ tornese green, yellow-green; £ grano light-brown;

1 gra. black ; 2 gra. blue
; 5 gra rose, vermilion, lilac;

10 gra. buff, orange; 20 gra. yellow; 50 gra. pearl-grey.

SICILY.

1859.—Inscription [bolla bella posta di sicilia], head of King Ferdi-
nand II. to left. Col. imp.

; rect.

\ gr. orange ; 1 gr. olive-brown ; 2 gr. blue, light,

dark ; 5 gr. red, lake ; 10 gr. deep-blue
; 20 gr. blue-

black ; 50 gr. red-brown.

ESSAY.

Similar device in double line frame. Col. imp. ; smaller rect.

10 gr. blue, black.
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States of America.

—Inscription [u.s. post-office], bust of Franklin to left in oval, figures
indicating value in lower angles. Col. imp. ; red.

5 cents brown, proofs red, green, black.

Same device. Col. imp. on blue paper; red.

5 cents brown, light, dark.

—Similar device, bust of Washington to right. Red.

10 cents black, proofs red, blue, brown.

Same device on blue paper. Red.

10 cents black.

—Inscription [u. s. p. o. despatch prepaid]
, eagle in a branch in oval.

Oblong.

1 cent blue on white.

1 cent gold on black.

—Inscription [government city despatch], courier to right. Col. imp.;
oblong.

1 cent red, black, proof slate, var. 1 sent.

—Inscription [new tore post-office], bust of Washington in oval. Black
imp. ; large red.

5 cents on white and on blue paper.

1857 .—Inscription [u. s. postage], different heads and designs. Col.

imp.; red.

1 cent blue; 3 c. carmine, light, dark ; 5 c. brown,
light, dark

; proofs red, russet, bistre, umber, dark-
umber, dark-green, brown-pink; 10 c. green;
12 c. black

; 24 c. lilac; 30 c. orange; 90 c. blue.
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1861

.

—Inscription [n. s. postage], and u. s. in lower angles
, different

heads and designs. Col. imp. ; red.

1 cent blue, proof deep-blue, black; 3. c. pale-car-

mine, essays red, black ; 5 c. brown, light, dark,

essay black
;

10 c. green ; 12 c. black, essays red,

green ; 24 c. lilac, slate, proof black ; 30 c. orange,

proof black ; 90 c. blue, proofs green, black.

1863.—Inscription [u. s. postage], head of Andrew Jackson in oval, u. s.

in lower angles. Red.

2 cents black, proofs orange, red, green, lilac, blue,

drab.

ESSAYS.

Inscription [u. s. postage], bust of Washington to left surrounded by
rays. Col. imp. ; red.

3 cents red, var. head smaller.

Head of Washington in a circle, value in words above, inscription [postage]
below. Col. imp.; red.

3 cents blue.

ENVELOPES.

Effigy in white relief to left. Col. imp. ; large oval.

3 cents red
; 6 c. red, green

;
10 c. green, two vari-

eties.

Same device. Col. imp. on yellow pap'er ; large oval.

3 c. red ; 6 c. red, green, 1 0 c. green, two varieties.

I860 .—Inscription [u. s. postage], head in relief to left. Col. imp.

;

small oval.

3 c. vermilion
; 6 c. vermilion

;
10 c. green.

Same device. Col. imp"on yellow paper ; small oval.

3 c. vermilion
; 6 c. vermilion ; 10 c. green.
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1861 .—Same inscription, head in relief to right. Col. imp. on yellow
paper ; small oval*

] cent blue.

—Same device. Col. imp. ; small oval.

4 cents (3 and 1 cent stamps on same envelope)

on white and on yellow paper.

Inscription [united states], profile in relief to left, value on each side.

Col. imp. ; oval.

3 cents rose, var. on blue paper
; 6 c. rose.

Same device. Col. imp. on yellow paper, oval.

3 cents rose
; 6 c. rose.

Inscription [u. s. postage], head in relief to left in upright oval frame,
branch-like ornaments between oval frame and external oval,

value in words above and in figures in circle on each side.

Transversely oval.

10 cents green on white and on yellow paper

Same device. Impression in two colours on yellow paper ; transversely
oval.

12 cents brown and red; 20 cents blue and red;
24 cents green and red

;
40 cents red and black.

1863 .—Inscription [u. s. postage], head of Andrew Jackson in relief to

left, value in words below, and numeral each side. Black imp.

;

hexagonal with curvilinear sides.

2 cents on yellow and on buff paper.

ENYELOPE ESSAYS.

Inscription [u. s. postage], and value in white letters, surrounding a
plain col. circular disc, value in figures in circle on each side.

Col. imp. on yellow paper ; circular.

12 cents red, blue, green.
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Same device, value in figures in circle top and bottom . Col. imp. on
yellow paper ; circular.

40 cents red, blue, green.

Same device, inscription and value in col. letters, value infigures in circle

top and bottom i Col imp. on yellow paper ; circular.

20 cents red, blue, green.

Same device, value in figures in circle on each side. Col. imp. on
yellow paper ; circular.

24 cents red, blue, green.

Inscription [u. s. postage], head to left in upright oval frame, value in

words above, and in figures in circle on each side. Imp. in two

colours ; transversely oval.

12 cents black and red.

Same device, circular ornaments between ovalframe and external oval.

Imp. in two colours ; transversely oval.

12 cents green and red.

SPECIAL OR PRIVATE POSTAGE LABELS.

Adams' eagle city post express. Col. imp.

Ked, blue, black on yellow paper.

Adams’ Express Eagle city post paid, 80, Chestnut St. Black imp. ; cir-

cular.

American Express Company postage paid. Black imp. ; oblong.

2 cents green.

American Letter Mail Co. [eagle to right]. Black imp. ; oblong,

20 for a dollar.
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? Arthur's city express. Black imp. ; square.

2 cents white, yellow, red, green.

? Avenue 3rd, S. R., Post-Office. Black imp. ; oblong.

White, yellow, red, green.

Avenue 8th Post-Office. Red imp. ; square.

Bank and Insurance Notice Delivery Office, 50, William Street. Blue
imp.; red.

Same inscription, 82, Broadway . Blue imp. ; red.

? Bentley's despatch, Madison Square. Black imp. ; oblong.

White, yellow, red, green.

Blood & Co., all letters off except a bag. Black imp.

Blood's despatch stampfor Philadelphia delivery. Circular.

Yermilion on white and on yellow.

Blood's one cent despatch. Black imp. ; small square.

Brown, bronze.

Blood’s paid despatch [dove']. Black imp. ; oval.

White, green, gold.

Same device. Black imp
. ; small square,.

Green.

Blood's Penny Post, Kochersperger & Co., Philadelphia. Black imp.
oval.

Same inscription. Black imp. ; red.

Blood’s Penny Post, Philadelphia. Col. imp. ; small oblong.

Blue, blue on tinted paper, gold.
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Same device. Bronze imp. ; small oblong.

Lavender, stone, black.

Blood's post-office despatch. Black imp.', small oblong.

Bronze.

? Blood's 28 so. Sixth St. despatch. Black imp. ; circular.

B. 0. Blood & Co., city despatch paid, [man over buildings']. Black imp.
square.

D. 0. Blood & Co.’s city despatch, post-paid, [man over buildings]. Black
imp.; square.

Same device without name ofproprietor. Black imp. ; square.

Bouton’s rough and ready city dispatch post [profile]. Black imp. ; red.

2 cents.

Boyce’s City Express Post. Black imp. ; oblong.

2 cents green.

Boyd's City Express Post, [eagle on globe] . Black imp. ; oval.

1 cent, lilac, lavender, blue, violet, light-green, dark-
green ;

2 c. orange, blue, liglit-green, dark-green,

crimson, magenta; 3 c. green.

Same device. Col. imp. ; oval.

2 cents red, silver, gold.

Same device. Gold imp. on col. paper; oval.

2 cents scarlet, crimson, green, blue.

Brady & Co. [letter-box]. Red imp.; oblong.

Yellow.

Brainard & Co., 58, Wall Street, N. Y. Col. imp. ; circular.

20 for a dollar blue, black.

Gt
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? C. and W. Bridge despatch. Bronze imp. ; oblong.

Yellow, red, green.

Brigg's paid despatch. Gold imp. ; square.

Eose.

Broadway Post-office, [steam-engine]. Black imp. ; oct,

? Same inscription, [small steam-engine]. Black imp. ; square.

Yellow, red, green.

Brooklyn City Express Post, [dove']. Black imp. ; rect.

1 cent green, blue
;
2 cents pink, lake, crimson,

blue-green.

Brown & Co. City Post. Black imp. ; rect.

1 cent ; 2 cents.

Brown and McGill's TJ. S. P. 0. despatch. Blue imp. ; oblong.

M. C. Callaway paid. Col. imp. ; rect.

2 cents blue.

Carrier's despatch. Col. imp. ; oblong.

1 cent red, blue.

G. Carter'spaid despatch. Black imp. ; small oblong.

Central post-office. Black imp. ; circular.

1 cent yellow, buff.

Cheever and Towle, 7, State St., city letter delivery. Col. imp. ; circular.

2 cents red, blue.

Chicago penny post, [beehive]. Orange imp. ; rect.

City despatch delivery, [woman holding balance]. Black imp.; oval.

1 cent.
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City dispatch post, [[head]. Col. imp. ; red.

2 cents yellow, green, brown, black,

City express post. Col. imp.; red.

1 cent blue, black
; 2 c. blue, black.

City letter express mail. Col. imp. ; heart-shaped.

1 cent red.

Clark & Co ,
[letter-box]. Col. imp. ; red.

1 cent red, blue.

Clinton's penny post, Philadelphia. Black imp.; oblong.

Compagnie Franco-Americaine, [ship]. Black imp. ; oblong.

Cornwell's post-office, Madison Square, [portrait]. Red imp. ; red.

Cresman and Co’s penny post, Philadelphia. Gold imp. ; oblong.

Kose, black.

Gumming's city post. Black imp. ; square.

2 cents white, green.

De Ming'spenny post, Frankford. Black imp. ; small oblong.

White, brown.

Dupuy and Schenck's penny post, [beehive]. Black imp. ; oblong .

Drab.

Eagle city postfrom Adams' express. Black imp. ; oblong .

Lemon.

East River P. 0., [steamship]. Black imp,; oblong,

Green.
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Essex letter express
, [ship in oval']. Black imp. ; red.

2 cents orange.

Floyd’s penny post, [bust in circle]. Col. imp. ; red.

Rose, green, blue, brown, black.

Graftin's Baltimore despatch, [Monument], Black imp. ; red.

1 cent white, red.

Gordon’s city express. Black imp. ; circular.

2 cents white, scarlet, green.

Same device. Gold imp. ; circular.

2 cents white, scarlet, magenta, blue.

Gordon McKay, Boston. Col. imp. ; oblong.

1 cent blue.

Hale <St Co., Boston. Col. imp. ; od.

20 for a dollar red, blue.

Hale & Co., 13, Court Street, Boston. Col. imp. ; oct.

20 for a dollar red, blue.

Hanford’s pony express, [courier]. Black imp. ; oval.

2 cents yellow.

Hanley’s express post letter stamp.

1 cent green, black.

Hamden's express, [man over river]. Black imp. ; circular.

Honour's city post paid. Col. imp.

2 cems blue, black, black on yellow paper.

Honour’s penny post, paid. Black imp.
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Hourly express post letter stamp. Black imp. ;
lozenge-shaped.

1 cent green.

? Hunt's despatch. Black imp.; square.

White, yellow, red. green.

Hussey’s bank and insurance letter city post, 50
,
William St. Col. imp.

red.

Rose, black, black on yellow paper.

Same inscription, 50
,
William St., basement. Col. imp. ; red.

Carmine, black, black on buff paper.

Same inscription, 82, Broadway. Col. imp. ; red.

Carmine, black.

Hussey’s bank and insurance special message post, 50
,
William St., closes

at 11 a.m. Col. imp.; red.

1 cent yellow, rose, red, green, blue, brown.

Same inscription, dated 1863 . Col. imp. ; red.

Blue, brown.

Hussey’s city post one stamp or cent each delivery, 50
,
William Street.

Col. imp. ; red.

1 cent red.

Hussey’s S. M. post, 50
, William St., N. Y. [Mercury on horse]. Black

imp. ; oblong.

5 cents orange.

Same device. Gold imp. ; oblong.

10 cents green ; 15 c. black ; 25 c. blue.

Hussey’s special message post, SO, Wm. St., free.

Black on buff.
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International express. Black imp. ; oblong.

2 cents vermilion.

International letter express. Black imp. ; oblong.

2 cents fawn.

Jenkins' Camden despatch
, [head]. Black imp. ; square.

White, yellow, drab.

Johnson's box to the Post-Office every two hours. Black imp.; shield-

shaped.

Letter expressfree, [female and ship]. Black imp.; oval.

20 for a dollar.

Mclntire's city express post, [Mercury]. Col. imp. ; red.

2 cents rose.

Messenkope's Union Square Post-Office. Black imp.; oval.

Green.

Metropolitan errand and carrier express Co. Col. imp.; shield-shaped.

1 cent red, blue; 5c. red, blue; 10 c. red, blue;
20 c. red, blue.

Metropolitan P. 0. express to mail. Wm. H. Laws
,
P. M. embossed in

white relief. Col. imp. ; shield.

1 cent vermilion, blue.

O. A. Mills' free dispatch post. Black imp. ; oblong.

Green.

Moody's 1 d. dispatch, Chicago. Black imp. ; oblong.

Orange.
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? Moody's penny post, Chicago. Black imp. ; oblong

.

White, yellow, red, green.

Newburgh American Express Co., [flag'].

Blue on red.

One cent despatch, [cavalier] . Col. imp. ; red.

Red, blue.

Same device, inscription [Washington]. Col. imp. ; red.

Red, blue.

Paid eagle post at Adam's express. Col • imp. ; small oblong.

Red, blue.

Penny post paid. Red imp. ; circular.

Pomeroy's letter express, [female bust]. Col. imp.; red•

20 for a dollar red, blue, black.

Post-Office despatch. Col. imp. ; oblong.

1 cent red, blue, bronze.

Price's city dispatch. Black imp. ; red.

2 cents yellow, rose, blue.

Price's city express post, [bust]. Black imp. ; large oval.

2 cents red, green.

Price's city express post, [head]. Black imp. ; small oval.

2 cents red, magenta, green.

Price's 8th Ave. post-office, [bust]. Red imp. ; oct.

Priest's paid despatch. Black imp. ; oblong.

Buff, rose, blue.
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Rrov. R. I. post-office. Black imp. ; oblong.

5 cents.

Robinson and Go’s dispatch.

1 c. red on green, brown on blue.

Robison & Co., [envelope]. Black imp. ; oblong.

1 cent lavender.

Roadman’s penny post. Pink imp. ; oblong.

Russell’s 8 Ave., post-office, Black imp. ; oct.

Yellow, rose, green.

Russell’s post-office, [profile]. Red.

Red on pink, dark-green on green.

Saint Louis post-office, [device supported by bears]. Black imp. ; red.

1 0 cents.

Smith’s city express post postage paid. Black imp. ; oblong.

2 cents green.

Smith’s city express post, to be collected on delivery. Black imp. ; oblong.

2 cents red, green.

Souter & Co.’s city letter despatch. Black imp.

1 cent ; 2 cents.

Spence and Brown’s express paid post, [courier]. Black imp. ; large oct.

Squier & Co.’s city letter dispatch, [dove] . Col. imp.; red.

1 cent puce, rose, green, marone ; 2 c. red, green.

Same device. Col. imp. ; od.

1 cent green.
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Stait and Co.’s eagle city post . Black imp. ; large square.

Yellow.

? W. Stait of the city dispatch
,
&c. Black imp. ; oblong.

Yellow.

Staten Island paid express post. Col. imp. ; oblong.

3 (cents) red.

? Steinmeyer’s city post, paid. Col. imp. ; oblong.

2 cents white, yellow, rose, blue, green.

Stringer & Morton’s city dispatch. Black imp. ; oblong.

Brown.

Swarts' city dispatch post, [bust]. Col. imp.; red.

Pink, brown, black.

Swarts’for U. S. mail, prepaid. Col. imp.; square.

1 cent rose, blue.

Swarts’ rough and ready city dispatch post, [profile]. Red imp. ; red.

Teese and Co.’s penny post, Philadelphia. Col. imp.; small oblong.

Bed, blue on buff paper.

Thompson & Co.'s American express. Black imp.

Green.

Union Square P. 0. city dispatch. Black imp.; shield-shaped.

2 cents rose.

Union Square P. 0. to the mail, N. Y. city. Black imp. ; shield-shaped.

1 cent red, green.
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United States city dispatch post, [bust in oval.'] Black imp. ; red.

3 cents green, blue.

U. S. Mail, prepaid. Black imp. ; circular.

1 cent yellow, buff, pink.

U. S. P. 0. paid. Col. imp. ; oblong.

1 cent purple, black, gold on black paper.

U. S. P. 0. paid L. P. Black imp. ; oblong.

1 cent rose.

Warwick’s city dispatch post, diamond border. Black imp. ; red.

2 cents yellow, carmine.

Same inscription, chain border. Black imp. ; red.

2 cents yellow, var. smaller letters.

Same inscription, plain border. )Red imp. ; red.

2 cents; 6 cents.

Same device. Large red.

2 cents yellow.

Washington city dispatch, [courier]. Col. imp. ; red.

1 cent lilac, brown.

Wells, Fargo & Co., [name in garter]. Col. imp.; circular.

\ oz. 1 dollar blue.

Wells, Fargo & Co. one newspaper over our Californian route. Col.

imp. ; large oblong.

Blue, proof black.

Wells, Fargo & Co. paid express. Black imp. ; oblong.
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Wells, Fargo & Go. paid express to be dropped in New York post-office.

Black imp. ; large oblong.

Wells, Fargo and Go. pony express
, [man on horse'] . Gol. imp. ; red.

1 dollar red ; 2 dol. rose, green, black
;
4 dol. green,

black.

Wells, Fargo and Go. pony express, if enclosed in our franks, [man on
horse]. Col. imp.; red.

10 cents \ oz. brown ;
25 cents £ oz. blue.

? Wells, Fargo and Co. stage coach, 4 horses overland, vid Los Angelos
for U. S. mail. Black imp.

Westerners post, Chester, N. Y. Lavender imp. ; oblong.

West-town stage dispatch. Col. imp.

Orange, red, gold.

Whitteley's express, [head in oval]. Col. imp.; red.

2 cents red.

Winan's city post. Black imp.; oblong.

2 cents white ; 5 c. yellow ;
10 c. green

;
20 c. red.

W. Wyman, 8, Court St. and 3, Wall St., [train and cars]. Black imp.

;

oblong.

20 for one dollar.

ENYELOPES.

Adams' express Co., 59, Broadway, N.Y., [eagle embossed]. Col. imp.;
circular.

Red, blue, green on yellow, blue on yellow.

Blood's 28, South sixth St. despatch prepaid. Col. imp. ; circular.

Red, red on yellow paper.
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Boyd's city post, 39, Fulton St. cor. of Pearl St., [eagle in ovaT]. Co.,

imp. ; large oval.

Red, blue.

Langton s pioneer express paid, Blacic imp.; oblong.

Metropolitan errand and carrier express Co. Col. imp. in relief ; shiela-

shaped.

2 cents red.

New Jersey express Co., [horse’s head] in relief. Col. imp. on yellowpaper
oval.

Green.

? Wells, Fargo & Co. J oz. paidfrom St. Joseph to Placerville per pony
express. Rose imp.

'fcTcnciuela.

1859-60.

—

Name, arms surmounted by cornucopia on ground of vertical

col. lines. Col. imp. ; small red.

\ real gamboge, orange ;
1 real blue, light, dark ;

2 rs. red, lake.

1862.

—Same device, arms on white ground. Col. imp. ; larger red.

i centavo green, light, dark
; £ c. purple

; 1 c. brown.

1863.

—Inscription [federacion venezolana], eagle in circle surmounted
by seven stars. Col. imp. ; red.

\ real yellow
;

1 rl. blue
;
2 rs. green.

Victoria.

Queen Victoria enthroned, on col. ground. Col. imp. ; red.

2d. mauve (wood-block).

2d. mauve (die printed).
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Same device, upper part of throne on white ground. Col . imp. ; red.

2d. mauve (wood-block).

2d. mauve (die printed).

Name
, half-length portrait of Queen Victoria with diadem and regalia.

Col. imp. ; red.

Id. cinnamon, vermilion, rose; 2d. asli; 3d. blue,

light, dark.

Name, Queen Victoria enthroned. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. green
;

6d. blue, proof black.

Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria to left in oval
,
emblems in each

angle of stamp. Col. imp. ; red.

Id. green, light, dark, black ; 2d. purple, light,

dark ; 4d. pink, lake-red.

1862 .—Same device
,
emblems omitted.

Id. green, chocolate.

Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria to left, between the words
“ postage stamp ” at the sides. Col. imp. ; red.

6d. orange, black
;

2s. green.

Inscription [victoria postage], diademed head of Queen Victoria to

left in oval, figures indicating value in small oval on each side.

Col. imp. ; red.

3d. blue, light, dark ; 4d. rose
;
6d. yellow, black.

Name
,
similar device, letters larger. Black imp. ; red.

6 pence.

Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria to left in circle. Col. imp. ; od.

Is. blue.
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1863.—Name, laureated head of Queen Victoria to left in circle. Col .

imp. ; red.

4d. rose-lake.

Name, diademed head of Queen Victoria to left. Imp. in two colours ; red.

too late, 6d. lilac and green, proof without too
LATE.
registered, Is. blue and rose.

aSHestern Australia.

Name, a swan naiant. Col. imp. ; various forms.

Id. black (oblong) ; 2d. chocolate on red (oct) ;

4d. blue, proof black (oct.) ; 6d. bronze (oct.)

;

Is. yellow-brown, chocolate, proof black (oval).

1861 .—Same device. Col. imp.; oblong.

Id. rose, lake ; 2d. orange ; 6d. green, violet.

1862.

—

Same device. Col. imp. ; oblong.

2d. blue, proof black ; 4d. rose ;
6d. purple

;

Is. green.

iSHtirtemfierg.

1850 .—Name [wurttemberg], figure indicating value in a diamond.
Blade imp. ; square.

1 kreuzer buff ; 3 kr. yellow, proof blue
;

6 kr. green, proof blue ; 9 kr. rose ; 18 kr. neutral.

I860 .—Arms crowned, with supporters and label. Col. imp. ; square.

1 kreuzer brown ; 3 kr. orange
; 6 kr. green

;

9 kr. rose ; 18 kr. blue.



1863 .—Same device. Col. imp. ; square.

1 kreuzer green ; 8 kr, rose ; 9 kr. brown.

RETURNED LETTER LABEL.

Inscription [commission fur retourbriefe], arms crowned between two
branches, value not indicated. Square.

Black.

ENVELOPES.

1862 .—Name [wurttemberg]
, figure indicating value in white relief in

an oval, envelope inscription on right in pale green Roman letters.

Col. imp.; oct.

3 kreuzer rose ; 6 kr. blue ; 9 kr. brown.

1864 .—Same device, envelope inscription in small block letters. Col. imp.

;

oct.

3 kreuzer rose ; 6 kr. blue ; 9 kr. brown.
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ADDENDA.
The following stamps have come under notice too late for

insertion in their proper places.

Cfltfta 2&tca.

1864.—Same device as 1863. Col. imp.; red.

4 reales green.

UBntmatTu
(DUCHY OF SCHLESWIG.)

1864.—Inscription [herzogth. sciileswig], figure in white relief indi-
cating value. Col. imp. ; oval.

4 schilliugerose.

<§rmc.
ESSAYS.

1864.—Inscription
[_
2AA. rPAMM], portico hearing head ofKing William-

George I. in oval, value in each angle. Col. imp. ; large oblong.

20 lepta yellow, orange, orange-red, rose, lilac, blue,

green, brown, black.

ILubtck.
1864.—Name [luebeck], two-headed eagle displayed in oval, value in

figures each side. Col. imp. ; oval.

11 schilling red-brown.

^or&ap.
1864.—Same device as 1863. Col. imp. ; red.

2 skilling yellow
;
3 sk. lilac.

Portugal.
1858.—Same device. Col. imp.

5 reis brown.

Helena.

PROVISIONAL LABEL.

1864.—Same device as 1863. Col. imp. ; red.

Is. green.
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